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ABSTRACT

The research presents a tool for selecting appropriate Design for Manufacturing and
Design for Assembly rules during product design while considering Design for
Disassembly rules and end-of-life recovery conditions. This tool exposes the relations
between the various types of design rules and end-of-life recovery parameters. Four
different relationship types are developed in this research: recovery conditions and
recovery options relationship, Design for Disassembly rules and recovery options
relationship, Design for Disassembly rules and recovery conditions relationship, Design
for Disassembly rules, and Design for Manufacturing and Design for Assembly rules
relationship. The purpose of this tool is to build these relations and transform these
relationships in to a database. The database serves as tool from which design rules can
be retrieved by running queries. In addition to design rule retrieval, the tool also shows
the relationships with various design rules, recovery options, and recovery conditions.
This provides designers with information as to which rules are in conflict and which are
complementary for the specific situation under consideration. To illustrate this tool, it is
applied to motor-drive assembly and thermal gun sight.
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CHAPTER 1: THE NEED FOR A RULE SELECTOR
1.1.

Motivation
The objective of the research is to create a tool to aid in in selecting appropriate

Design for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly (DfA) rules during product
design while considering Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules and different end-of-life
recovery options and conditions. Relationships are developed in this research that assist
designers in selecting DfM and DfA rules in concert with the DfD rules and end-of-life
recovery. Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules have been developed and reported in
literature to assist designers in making product easier to disassemble to improve recovery,
reuse, and recycling (10). End-of-life recovery is an important aspect of the product life
cycle, helping in both tangible and non-tangible recovery. A tangible recovery is a
recovery of the material such as metals and, plastics and of the components in the
systems that have monetary value (2).

A non-tangible recovery is the recovery of

hazardous material that does not have a clear monetary value but enhances environmental
safety (2). End-of-life recovery also helps in achieving the product and material recovery
targets as set in government policies and legislations.
The intent of using DfM and DfA rules is to simplify the manufacturing and
assembly processes, thereby reducing the cost involved in production (8; 15; 16; 17).
Often using these rules, the interaction of these rules with DfD rules and ultimately endof-life recovery (EOL) is either overlooked or not clearly understood (18). For example,
one DfM rule states that designer should make use of appropriate weld joints to increase
the strength of the joints (8). However, the application of any weld joint itself is not
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recommended based on DfD and EOL perspectives. To continue the example, a DfD rule
states that designers should use snap fits instead of weld joints (16). This leads to
conflict between the rules and the end-of-life recovery.
This research establishes the relation between DfM and, DfD rules, DfA and DfD
rules, DfD rules and end-of-life recovery options and conditions, and end-of-life recovery
options and recovery conditions. All these relations are represented through an EntityRelation model which, in turn, is incorporated into a relational database in Microsoft
Access. Structured Query Language (SQL) and query design wizard can be used to
retrieve the data from the Microsoft Access database. For instance, a query is developed
for a manufacturing process involved in rules associated with welding, brazing, or
injection molding in order to retrieve the rules with same manufacturing process. Using
queries provides designer with a set of DfM or DfA rules related to DfD rules, and endof-life recovery conditions, and options. This verifies whether the DfM and DfA rules
are in concert with the DfD rules and end-of-life recovery conditions and options. Those
that are in agreement can then be applied in the design project by the engineer. If the
rules are not in agreement, then the designer needs to use other rules or modify the
respective DfM and DfA rules. The Entity-Relation model, database and the application
of the tool on different product scenarios are discussed in this thesis.
1.2.

Thesis Overview
This research work aims to provide designers a tool to verify whether the Design

for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly (DfA) rules being used are in concert
with the Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules, and end-of-life recovery options and
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conditions. Chapter 2 reviews the current recovery practices carried out in electronic,
automotive and PCB recycling industries. Chapter 3 discusses the various Designs for
‘X’ approaches, which include Design for Manufacturing (DfM), Design for Assembly
(DfA), Design for Disassembly (DfD), Design for Recycling (DfR), and Design for
Environment (DfE).

Chapter 4 addresses the research gaps and research questions

planned to address the gaps. The framework and procedure developed to answer research
questions are discussed in the Chapter 5. Next, Chapter 6 discusses the development of
the research framework with an explanation on the relationships developed. All the
relationships are represented in the form of an Entity-Relationship model in the Chapter
6. The chapter also presents the relational database and application of the tool to the two
product scenarios, and outcomes of the results. The conclusions drawn from this research
and the scope for future work are discussed in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2: STATE OF THE PROCEDURE
2.1.

Recovery options
The material and product recovery practices of the recycling industries are

categorized in non-destructive disassembly, destructive disassembly, and semidestructive disassembly.

Non-destructive disassembly further consists of manual

disassembly and automated disassembly (17). These recovery options are discussed in
the following sections.
2.1.1. Disassembly
McGovern and Gupta defined disassembly as “a methodical extraction of valuable
parts, subassemblies, and materials from discarded products through a series of
operations” (18). The first product designed from the improved end-of-life recovery
perspective was produced by the joint venture between GE Plastics and Fitch Richardson
Smith. The product was a completely disassemblable and recyclable kettle (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: U-Kettle by GE Plastic and Fitch Richardson Smith (12)
The components of the kettle are snapped together to eliminate fasteners and ease
the disassembly at the same time. Molded-break points are designed without affecting
the performance. This decision of using molded-break points is in concert with the DfD
rule molded in material for cut points or break points (13). The rule assists in faster
dismantling of the kettle. Some of the parts of kettle are injection molded, including the
reservoir, base, lid, rear cover, cross clamp, and toggles. The grip of handle and lid are
injection molded using a thermoplastic elastomer material. The parts are joined together
by snap fit connections. This decision concerts with the DfD rule suggesting to use snap
fits instead of adhesives and welding. The complete kettle has only two screws and
heating element is attached to the reservoir by these two screws.

The decision of

reducing the fasteners is in concert with the DfA and DfD rule which suggest to minimize
the fastener count. The handle of the kettle is joined by sonic welding at two points
without adversely affecting the disassembly. The parts are labeled with a material name
and number, and molded-in parts showed the separation points to assist disassembly (24).
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The decision of labeling parts with material name and number is in concert with the DfD
rule suggesting marking of parts and materials (16). All these features of the U-Kettle
simplified the disassembly and recycling operations (Figure 2.2). The design of the kettle
was a good example for Design for Manufacturing (DfM), Design for Assembly (DfA)
and Design for Disassembly (DfD) principles used together (24).

Figure 2.2: The U-Kettle disassembled – two screw and product disassembles for
efficient recycling (12)

2.1.2. Manual disassembly
Manual disassembly is the removal of material by hand and; including tools such as
screwdrivers (15). The manual disassembly of GM’S 1994 foreign luxury sedan, 1994
foreign sports sedan, and 1993 domestic midline sedan was done to measure the
recyclability of these cars (16). In case of the 1994 foreign luxury sedan, the components
were marked. More importantly, the parts were marked with large letters assisting faster
and easy material identification (16). It was observed that the vehicle was designed from
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serviceability perspective than for the end-of-life disassembly and in some of the
instances the disassembly of pure materials was not possible to achieve (16).

The

feasible recyclability was found to be only one third of the entire vehicle. This vehicle is
good an example of vehicle designed considering manual disassembly as recovery mode
(16). For the small parts markings were not useful as the material removed and value
recovered was too low and hence was not justified with the cost associated with the
manual disassembly (16). Due to use of incompatible and variety of materials the
recycling was difficult. In total, eleven different types of plastics were found in the
vehicle, making disassembly difficult and time consuming (16).
There was no significant improvement in the recyclability of foreign sports sedans
as the technical feasibility was found same as that of the luxury sedan (16). The inner
panel parts were marked with material type, which made identification of the parts easier
without being removed from the vehicle (16). However, few large pieces were not
marked with material type and hence quick manual identification of materials was not
possible (16). The extensive use of adhesives was a main concern for this vehicle. Some
of the adhesives used were non-removable and contaminating (16).

Some of the

components were unrecyclable as they contained the nylon flocks and also had glue
applied to some locations (16).

In this vehicle, due to use of large number of

unrecyclable materials and variety of materials, instrument panel was not mechanically
separated, same as that of the instrument panel from luxury sedan (16). The materials
used in different parts of duct system consisted of polymers like polyethylene and
polypropylene (16).
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In addition to the two vehicles discussed, the disassembly of a 1993 midline sedan
was performed (12). This vehicle was used for comparison with the other two vehicles, it
was manufactured in the same way for several years and was designed before 1993 (12).
At that time the recyclability was even less of a consideration, but still it was found to be
most recyclable of the vehicles examined during this study (12).

The feasible

recyclability was found about 55% and was substantially higher than the other two
vehicles disassembled (12). The high recyclability in this vehicle was due to high metal
content and use of less laminate. The recyclability for this vehicle is high but the
aesthetics and safety was much lower than the other sedans (16).
2.1.3. Automated disassembly
The automated disassembly involves complete automation of disassembly for
material removal; this can involve use of robots (24). The automated disassembly assists
in separation of different parts of a product (24). Automated disassembly can involve the
manual orientation of the product without any part removal (2).

An automated

disassembly can be done either as a maintenance task to exchange a component or as a
recycling operation for part and material recovery (25). Research has been conducted to
check effectiveness of using robots for the automated disassembly of products by
studying the different aspects that need to be considered in automated disassembly (2).
One of the products used in this study is a computer. The automated disassembly of a
computer involves identification of the various components such as cards, power supply,
and hard drive. For the example shown in Figure 2.3, the robot used is a SCORBOT ERIX with the five degrees of freedom (2). A worktable was used to allow the orientation of
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the product ensuring an additional degree of freedom. The system was mounted with a
stereoscopic vision system on a Cartesian y-z robot to recognize and locate the
components (Figure 2.3) (2). The robot had a limited workspace, so the products were
displaced manually on a worktable as such type of displacement can not be done
automatically (2).

Figure 2.3: Automated disassembly using robot (2)

2.1.4. Destructive disassembly
Torres and Puente defined destructive disassembly as “a separation technique which
involves destruction of a part, and does not allow direct re-use in new products” (25).
Destructive disassembly involves crushing of the assemblies and leads to mixing of
different material chunks (2). The crushing is followed by the sophisticated refinement
techniques that are used for separating different materials from each other (2). The
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crushing is done by machines like shredder and hammer mills (Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5)
whereas the electromagnetic separators and floatation machines (Figure 2.6 and Figure
2.7) are used for the refinement of the materials.

Figure 2.4: Shredder (20)

Figure 2.5: Hammer Mill (21)

Figure 2.6: Magnetic separator (22)

Figure 2.7: Floatation machine (23)

The study of the economic implications on various products using the destructive
disassembly and non-destructive disassembly (manual and automated) showed that a
destructive disassembly is preferred over a non-destructive disassembly (2). This is
because destructive disassembly is much more economical than non-destructive
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disassembly (2). The labor time involved for the operation and training of associates in
manual disassembly and the machine cost involved in the automated disassembly make
these two non-destructive disassembly approaches economically infeasible (2). Whereas
trained associates are not required in destructive disassembly which reduces overall labor
time and operation time making disassembly economical (2).
One common example of destructive disassembly is the disassembly of the printed
circuit board. The printed circuit boards are shredded followed by electromagnetic
separation to remove metal from the non-metals, mainly plastic flakes (29). This is a
common practice due to high cost involved in manual disassembly of the PCBs.
2.1.5. Semi-destructive disassembly
As per Bras and Reap “semi-destructive disassembly is an intersection between
destructive and non-destructive disassembly” (17). In semi-destructive disassembly a set
of components of a product are destroyed and remaining components are disassemble
manually or automatically (17). Figure 2.8 shows a flat screen monitor separated by the
semi-destructive disassembly, in this case, the printed circuit boards are separated further
by the destructive separation techniques and the remaining parts are separated either by
manual or automated disassembly. Thus, in complex assemblies, a single disassembly
method may not be the preferred, but an integration of different approaches can be more
economically viable.
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Figure 2.8: Semi-destructive disassembly of a flat screen monitors (2)

2.2.

Industrial recycling
Industrial recycling has emerged as the need for recycling products, materials, and

to follow the government legislations for environmental safety. The prominent industrial
recycling practices are electronic, printed circuit boards, automotive, paper and
construction recycling (16; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30). Within the electronic recycling there
are various modes of recycling, some of them are computer recycling, eco-lights lamp
recycling, industrial refrigeration and HVAC recycling (2; 33). Specifically in this thesis
recycling industries studied are electronic, automotive and PCBs recycling.
In the electronic recycling, instances of computer recycling, TV recycling and
related components such as video recorders, taper recorders, and hard drive, processor,
keyboard and memory modules are observed (25; 26; 32; 33).

In PCB recycling

emphasis is on the recovery of metals that can require use of refinement techniques like
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magnetic separation and floatation. These techniques are also practiced in automotive,
electronics and scrap recycling aiming for metal recovery by removing other material
flakes (34; 15). In automotive recycling, vehicles manufactured a few decades ago had
high metal content that is current target of recycling practices. Moreover, the vehicles
manufactured most recently, have a large portion of plastic content that is target of
today’s recycling effort.

All these recycling industries deal with various materials,

machineries, and recovery options having an overlap.

Hence, based on the factors

studied in one of the recycling industries, the projections about the factors in the other
recycling industries can be made.
2.3.

Recovery conditions
Recovery conditions are the end-of-life (EOL) recovery characteristics, affecting

the recovery options practiced in various recycling industries. Specifically, recovery
conditions indicate the direct and indirect cost incurred and value recovered from end-oflife (EOL) recovery. Hundred and thirty four recovery conditions were identified for
recovery options observed in different recycling industries (29; 35; 36; 37; 38). Table 2.1
presents the list of recovery options and recycling practices identified for this research.
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Table 2.1: Various recycling practices and recovery options
Recycling industry

Electronic

Automotive

PCB

Recovery options
Manual disassembly
Automated disassembly
Semi-destructive disassembly
Destructive disassembly
2.3.1. Electronic recycling
Electronic recycling industry consists of recycling of various products.

For

example products like television sets, computer, camera, video recorders, radio sets, CPU
chips and hard drives, keyboard, processor board, memory module are considered in
electronic recycling (25; 26; 32; 33). The manual disassembly, automated disassembly
and destructive disassembly are the most practiced options in electronic recycling.
Whereas the semi-destructive disassembly is the least practiced option of all (Figure 2.9).
The Figure 2.9 is based on the information presented in Table 5.1. The information is
discussed in greater detail in CHAPTER 5.
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Frequency of consideration by
researchers
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Disassembly

Destructive
Disassembly

Recovery options

Figure 2.9: Recovery options vs. frequency of consideration in electronic recycling

2.3.1.1.

Recovery conditions in Electronic recycling

In the recovery of electronic products and materials, it is observed that the operation
cost for manual and automated disassembly is higher than the destructive disassembly.
For example, it was estimated that the operation cost observed in manual disassembly in
medium-sized US electronics demanufacturer in 2004 was three times that of destructive
disassembly (41). The depth of operation for recovery is higher in case of both manual
and destructive disassembly. In manual disassembly, products are disassembled until the
parts can not be further separated, thus involves more number of operation. Whereas in
destructive disassembly, the depth of operation is increased due to number of refinement
techniques required to extract parts and materials from the product (15; 17; 32; 40). The
operation time is high in case of the automated and manual disassembly than the
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destructive disassembly (41). The depth of operation and use of manual labor contribute
towards increase in operation time for manual disassembly, whereas the time involved in
orientation of parts on the workbench and tool changes contribute to increase operation
time for automated disassembly (42).
The use of machines like shredders and hammer mills greatly contribute towards
minimizing the operation time for destructive disassembly (15). For the products with
fewer components, the automated disassembly involves higher operation time than
manual disassembly. To compare the operation time involved in both the operations, a
Nokia cell phone was disassembled using manual and automated disassembly. The time
required for automated disassembly was 170% of the time required for manual
disassembly.

Most of operation time in automated disassembly was result of tool

changes (42). The value removal rate is higher in the manual and automated disassembly
than that of semi-destructive disassembly. Semi-destructive partially involves the manual
dismantling operation and has a better value removal rate than the destructive
disassembly (25). The value removal rate is the cost obtained for the unit volume of the
material separated (29). Material recycled to fine particles by destructive disassembly
saves the energy, there are other advantages of destructive disassembly such as reduction
in air and water pollution, and savings in virgin material, but it fails to remove any
hazardous material from the product (25). Additional concerns include the fact that
manual disassembly causes health hazards to worker whereas in automated disassembly
removes hazardous materials from product without any health hazard to workers (35).
Manual and automated disassembly avoids any damage to other system components
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during operation (26).

High volume of products in near future makes automated

disassembly a much needed recovery approach (26).

The disadvantage in using

automated disassembly is the inflexibility of operation in handling varieties of product,
further its uneconomical if small quantities of same products are used (26). Flexibility in
handling variety of the products is more in destructive disassembly than that of the
manual and automated disassembly. Few changes in the process setup for variety of
products are needed if destructive disassembly is used. The use of different assembly
operations and fasteners for making product causes change in the recovery process for
manual and automated disassembly (25). The destructive disassembly uses machines like
shredders and hammer mills. For the refinement of materials, separation techniques like
eddy current separation and flotation are used to separate and recover materials but it is
not possible to obtain 100% purity in the material, there are always some impurity and
contamination after using these techniques (15).
The product model that contains list of components and their physical relations is
significant for determination of disassembly sequence, helping to determine valuable and
poisonous components in a product. The poisonous components are the ones compulsory
to be removed and the valuable components indicate the number of operations that could
be carried out (15). Disassembly sequencing deals with determining the best order of
operations for product separation (24).

A great deal of disassembly sequencing is

required in manual and automated disassembly, semi-destructive disassembly do required
disassembly sequencing to some extent.

Yet, the destructive disassembly can be

performed without any need of disassembly sequencing (41). High labor cost is involved
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in manual disassembly than automated, semi-destructive and destructive disassembly.
Researchers think that this is the reason because of which automated disassembly would
be able to economically compete with manual disassembly (42).
Figure 2.10 is developed based on the discussions in this section and information
presented in Table 5.1. This figure is graphical representation of the recovery conditions
and frequency of consideration by the various researchers. The recovery conditions were
identified from the research works of fifteen researchers. The reviewed research works
were based on end-of-life recovery and the disassembly of various products. Most of
them were focused on electronic recycling, some involved comparison of electronic
recycling to other recycling instances like Printed circuit board (PCB) and automotive
recycling.

From Figure 2.10, it can be observed that the most identified recovery

condition is hazardous material removal followed by operation cost and disassembly
sequencing. The least identified recovery conditions are material separation volume,
reduction in water use, reduction in mining, reduction in landfill waste generated, water
pollution reduction and damage to other components during recovery.
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Figure 2.10: Recovery conditions vs. frequency of consideration in electronic
recycling

2.3.2. Automotive recycling
The ongoing practices of automotive recycling are able to recover up to 75% of the
material weight in end-of-life vehicles, mostly through ferrous material separation (42).
Out of the four ways of recovery manual disassembly is the most practiced one followed
by destructive disassembly and automated disassembly respectively. The least practiced
recovery option is semi-destructive disassembly (Figure 2.11). Figure 2.11 is developed
based on the information presented in Table 5.2. The information is discussed in greater
detail in CHAPTER 5.
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Figure 2.11: Recovery options vs. frequency of consideration in automotive
recycling

2.3.2.1.

Recovery conditions in automotive recycling

In the automotive recycling industry it is observed that the operation cost for
destructive disassembly is less than the manual and automated disassembly (29; 38; 16).
The increased operation cost in manual disassembly is due to part access difficulty,
difficulty in positioning hand and tool, obstructions during the recovery, part handling
difficulties, presence of fasteners, and the material diversity present in the vehicle. All
the above factors also lead to higher labor cost. The use of machines in automated and
destructive disassembly leads to reduction in labor cost. To give an example for an
automotive recycling industry, the automated disassembly labor cost is ($39,000 per
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year), much lower than that of the destructive disassembly ($137,800 per year) (45). The
maintenance and electricity cost for the automated disassembly is higher than the manual
and destructive disassembly (45). The use of hand operated tools make the maintenance
and electricity cost low in manual disassembly. The less operation time for machine use
in destructive disassembly helps to maintain a low electricity requirement in destructive
disassembly (45). The set up cost involved in the machinery and tools is high for
destructive disassembly compared to the semi-destructive, automated and manual
disassembly (45).
The fraction of material recovered is higher in manual and automated disassembly
than the semi-destructive and destructive disassembly (44). The value removal rate in
case of the manual and automated disassembly is also high, for the semi-destructive
disassembly the value removal rate is medium, but lower than the manual, automated
disassembly, and higher than destructive disassembly. From the environmental aspect,
the hazardous material recovery is possible if the manual, automated and semi-destructive
disassembly operations are followed.

Unfortunately, with destructive disassembly,

hazardous material recovery is not possible. The chances of workers getting exposed to
the hazardous material in case of the manual and semi-destructive disassembly are higher
than the destructive and automated disassembly.

With the manual disassembly the

chance of part being reused are higher than the destructive disassembly. The chances of
damage to the coatings of adjacent parts and mixing with the other materials necessitates
requirement of refinement techniques in case of the destructive disassembly, whereas
with the manual disassembly it is not required (44). Some of the refinement techniques
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used are eddy current separation and floatation (44; 45). The mixing of the materials lead
to contamination due to presence of lubricant and hazardous material; the chances of
material contamination are higher in destructive disassembly than the manual and
automated disassembly.

Thermal based energy recovery from the product can be

achieved by using any of the end-of-life recovery options (45).
The high material purity and high material separation volume in case of manual
disassembly also leads to high value removal rate (16). The profitability is higher with
the manual and automated disassembly compared to destructive disassembly. There are
issues with the recycling of plastics used in vehicle due to regulations from government,
destructive disassembly is considered as the best option for recovery of plastic
components due to thermal energy recovery from plastic and acceptance of this energy
recovery practice by government (48). The use of manual disassembly creates higher
chances of achieving the targets set by the European Union directive (95% vehicle
recovery); destructive disassembly fails to achieve these targets.

There are some

recovery conditions prominently seen in the automotive recycling and not seen in the
electronic and PCB recycling. The recovery conditions include thermal based energy
recovery, separation techniques required for refinement and targets set by European
Union directive or other government.
Figure 2.12 is developed based on the discussions in this section and information
presented in Table 5.2. The information is discussed in greater detail in CHAPTER 5.
This figure is a graphical representation of the recovery conditions and frequency of
consideration by the various researchers. The recovery conditions were identified from
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the research works of around ten to twelve researchers. The reviewed research works
were based on end-of-life recovery and the disassembly of various products. From
Figure 2.12, it can be observed that the most identified recovery conditions are operation
cost and labor cost followed by material separation volume, secondary application of part
and the number of refinement techniques required.

The least identified recovery

conditions are material separation volume, reduction in water use, reduction in mining,
reduction in landfill waste generated, water pollution reduction and damage to other
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Figure 2.12: Recovery conditions vs. frequency of consideration in automotive
recycling
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2.3.3. Printed Circuit board (PCB) recycling
Printed circuit boards consist of precious metals like tin, gold, nickel and copper in
small quantities. The exposed copper in PCB is coated with the solder, nickel or gold as
anticorrosion coating. PCB’s are plated with various materials for conduction purpose.
The plating materials used are silver, tin, nickel and gold. The recovery of all these
precious coated plates and metals has made PCB recycling one of the prominent practices
in the recycling industries (36). Figure 2.13 is a graphical representation of four recovery
options against the frequency of their consideration by researchers.

Figure 2.13 is

developed based on the information presented in Table 5.3. It is seen that the manual
disassembly is the most practiced of all the recovery options followed by the destructive
disassembly and semi-destructive disassembly.
automated disassembly was practiced for recovery.
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Figure 2.13: Recovery options vs. frequency of consideration in PCB recycling

2.3.3.1.

Recovery conditions in PCB recycling

In PCB recycling the overall cost for manual disassembly is higher than destructive
disassembly; the main cost contributors are operational, labor and tool costs (42). The
material separation volume and value removal rate in manual and automated disassembly
is higher than destructive and semi-destructive disassembly, but in the experiments
conducted on the plastic products it is observed that the value removal rate for these
products is lower than the operation cost for the manual disassembly (29; 38). The
operation cost increased because of the labor cost and operation time. So in such cases
destructive disassembly is better option than the manual disassembly (29; 38). In manual
disassembly part access difficulties, part handling difficulties are observed, but the
chance of these difficulties are lower with the destructive and semi-destructive
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disassembly (40). Use of manual disassembly sometimes requires application of physical
force. The tooling or machine cost is high in destructive disassembly and automated
disassembly (29; 40). The chances of material contamination are lower in manual and
automated disassembly, but is constantly observed in destructive disassembly, a high
contamination can be observed in PCBs used in computers and phones when the
destructive disassembly is performed (29; 38).

The use of destructive disassembly

damages the components of system and coatings on the parts, but this is not observed if
automated and manual disassembly are used (29).
The removal of hazardous material makes manual disassembly highly favorable
than the destructive disassembly (29).

One of the disadvantages with the manual

disassembly is high depth of operation than the destructive disassembly for the same
product but has advantage as the parts removed from product can be reused for various
secondary applications (29).
Figure 2.14 is developed based on the discussions in this section and information
presented in Table 5.3. This figure shows the recovery conditions and its frequency of
consideration by the various researchers. The recovery conditions were identified from
the research works of around fourteen researchers. The reviewed research works were
based on end-of-life recovery and disassembly analysis of various products. Figure 2.14
shows that the most identified recovery condition is operation cost followed by value
removal rate.

The least observed recovery conditions are obstructions, handling

difficulties, depth of operation, and resistance in removal, labor cost, tooling and damage
to other components of a system.
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Figure 2.14: Recovery conditions vs. frequency of consideration in automotive
recycling
All these end-of-life recovery options and recovery conditions help in
understanding the end-of-life recovery scenario and implications in material recovery.
For example, in manual disassembly labor is one of the major requirements. Whereas,
the nature of automated and destructive disassembly itself is machine dependent and in
semi-destructive disassembly both labor and machines are important source for recovery.
The recovery options and recovery conditions relation changes from one recycling type to
the other. This research captures this varying relationship between recovery options and
recovery conditions across each recycling industry. During the identification of relations
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between recovery options and recovery conditions it was also anticipated that the
recovery options and recovery conditions are greatly affected by the Design for
Manufacturing (DfM), Design for Assembly (DfA) and Design for Disassembly (DfD)
rules implemented during the product design. For example the labor cost in manual
disassembly is greatly affected by the DfA rule suggesting the implementation of
fasteners and DfM rule suggesting use of weld and brazed joints. Hence the study of
these various types of design rules is important to understand their interaction with the
recovery options, and recovery conditions. A detailed discussion on various design rules
is performed in next few chapters.
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN FOR ‘X’
“Design for X (DfX)” is an approach emphasizing improvement of specific aspect
of the product” (49). In DfX, there are several approaches applicable to automotive, and
electronic industries, such as Design for Manufacturing (DfM) (8; 15), Design for
Assembly (DfA) (8; 15), Design for Disassembly (48) , Design for Recycling (DfR) (19),
Design for Maintenance (DfM) (19) and Design for Environment (DfE) (54; 55). An
approach can be used to improve the overall quality of the product in many ways, such
as making use of standardized fasteners reduces labor and time during the assembly; in
addition helps to ease the disassembly, recycling and maintenance of product. However
there can be conflicts between the methods often requiring tradeoffs. For example,
joining the two parts together through welding instead of using fasteners and snaps fits
will reduce the mass, make joint stronger ,and reduce assembly time; however
disassembly, maintenance and recycling time and cost will be negatively impacted. The
use of DfX has been proved effective in many industries; some of the company’s
executing the DfX methods and approach include BMW, HP and GE plastic (16).
3.1.

Design for Assembly (DfA)
Design for Assembly (DfA) focuses on the change and redesign of components to

improve the ease of assembly (49). Design for assembly involves making procedures
used for product assembly more simple. DfA can involve use of DfA rules or DfA
methods, such as Boothroyd Dewhurst method used to improve assembly (16). The DfA
rules are used to assist quicker part assembly and achieve savings in assembly time and
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cost. One of the design rules is use of pin locators for snap fit, the rule states that for the
injection molded part snap fitted together, and the part should be added with the pins as
shown in Figure 3.1. The addition of pins reduces the assembly time and avoids any
damage to the component by misalignment (7).

Figure 3.1: Design for Assembly rule: pin locators for snap fit (9)
The application of the DfA rules can have impact on the manufacturing of the part.
For example for the DfA rule described above, the addition of the pins will change the
manufacturing with a change in mold shape and solidification-cooling time for molding.
Hence Design for Manufacturing should be considered when considering the Design for
Assembly.
3.2.

Design for Manufacturing (DfM)
Design for manufacturing considers manufacturing issues early in the design

process, identifying manufacturing time and costs while providing redesign
improvements to reduce those costs without sacrificing quality (8) (14). DfM can be
implemented using various techniques to achieve the design goals. For example, DfM
rules or DfM methods can be used to analyze various manufacturing processes to
improve manufacturability (16).

DfM includes the method to analyze the various
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processes like injection molding, stamping, and casting. DfM method assist in estimating
the cost required for material, tooling and processing for various manufacturing
approaches (16).

DfM rules provide a procedural knowledge for avoiding issues

involved in the manufacturing process including complexity, cost, and quality.
In the injection molding of the part the direction of the mold closure and the parting
surface should be considered simultaneously so that the part can be easily ejected from
the mold after solidification (8). Knowing the mold closure direction enables designers
to recognize and thus possibly avoid design unnecessary undercuts, this helps to reduce
the complexity of the mold and reduce the cost involved in making the part. Figure 3.2
shows how the mold closure direction and the location of the parting surface affects the
design and, in particular, tool design and tool cost (8).
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Figure 3.2: DfM rule: mold closure direction and location of parting surface (10)
In some cases the DfM rules helps to avoid failure by avoiding the excessive
stresses generated in the part joints. For example, one of the DfM rules is deign for
welding joints. The rules state that if two or more parts are to be joined by the welding
then weld location should be selected to avoid the excessive stress in the weld structure.
Poor weld locations can lead to stress concentrations and ultimately the failure of the part
under a load. The weld joints can also lead to lower quality surface finishes if located on
a surface to be machined after the welding process (8). For Figure 3.3 shows the
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application of weld joints along the load. A well-designed joint will lead to a strong,
durable assembly.

Figure 3.3: Design for welding: weld joints along the load (8)

3.3.

Design for Disassembly (DfD)
Miller defined Design for disassembly (DfD) as “an approach, by which a product

and its components can be easily reused, re-manufactured, refurbished, and recycled”
(16). DfD is an approach in which the components are designed for the ease of the
disassembly.

The use of DfD approach can result in waste reduction during

manufacturing as well as during the recovery processes (53). Some of the other benefits
associated with Design for Disassembly (DfD) are (53):


The use of DfD assists in easy maintenance and repair and reduces the costs
involved in the processes.



It allows part re-use and hence enhancing material recovery.



DfD help in material recycling hence avoids disposal.



DfD avoids handling of waste material as some of the material is recycled.

Application of DfD rules is one of the extensively used approaches for achieving
these benefits (52; 53). For example one of the DfD rules states to apply marking on
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plastics.

The marking on the parts helps to identify the components during the

disassembly of the product. The various types of markings help in separation of the
material by improving the disassembly sequencing. The marking can be heavy vs.
lightweight part marking, magnetic vs. non-magnetic marking. The magnetic vs. nonmagnetic material marking in a product provide an option of using large-scale robotic
disassembly machinery for end-of-life recovery (53). The marking of plastics has already
been proven successful for products in companies like HP (16; 53; 55). Some of the
other workplace examples of using DfD rules include DfD rules used by BMW. In
BMW's Z1 Roadster, the plastic side panels can be removed easily and is an example of
the product designed for ease of disassembly (16). It was identified that the glue or
solder used in bumpers made part removal difficult. In the redesign of the vehicle the
glues and solders were replaced by fasteners so that the parts can be removed easily and
then recycled (16).

In order to increase the vehicle panel recyclability foam,

polyurethane and rubbers were used (16). The current percentage recycling for the cars is
80% and the company is targeting for 95% (16). Along with BMW, GE plastics also
initiated the use of DfD principles and rules. Some of the DfD rules practiced by these
organizations include (16):


Modular design for easy component removal, upgrade and replacement.



Eliminate glues and adhesive by using snap-fits.



Marking plastic parts based on the international standards.



Use techniques for reducing number and variety of materials used.



Use of plastic containing only one polymer type.
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To avoid environment impact use molded-in colors and finishes than using
paints, coatings and plating.

3.4.

Design for Environment
Design for Environment (DfE) is one of the subsets of Design for Disassembly

(DfD).

Design for Environment is a systematic approach of considering design issues

related with the human health and environment over the product life cycle. Some of the
rules considered in Design for Environment are (49; 53):


Do not use manufacturing process producing hazardous waste.



Reduce chemical emissions during the manufacturing.



Reduce energy consumption of a product.



Use non-hazardous recyclable materials.



Select sustainable energy sources e.g. solar cells and fuel cells.



Do not use the paints and surface treatments if not absolutely needed.

One of the DfE rule states to make use of marking for identification of the
hazardous material. This helps to take precaution measures during the disassembly of the
product and the material labeled as hazardous could be removed first with the help of
tools instead of using hands (53).
3.5.

Design for Recycling
Design for Recycling (DfR) is also a subset of Design for Disassembly (DfD).

Qiong defines DfR as “an approach aimed at using recycled materials in the
manufacturing of new products and assist product recycling at the end of product life
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cycle” (56). The example of DfR include, selection of the homogenous polymers, avoid
composites and laminates containing metals and ceramics. Another example of DfR is
making use of thermoplastics rather than thermosets so that plastic can be reshaped and
used for manufacturing new product (57). One of the workplace examples for use of DfR
is rules practiced in Apple Computer Incorporation.

The DfR rule states to avoid

molded- in or glued-on metal parts. This will allow removing metal parts from plastic
components before recycling (60).
3.6.

Summary
Designers use design rules, methods and tools throughout design process for

creating better products. The design rules used include DfA, DfM, DfD, DfR and DfE
rules. These rules assist designers to create parts with the assembly, manufacturing and
disassembly into consideration. But there is no systematic tool which helps designers in
selection of these rules considering conflicts present in these rules. There is a need of a
tool that assist designers to select appropriate rules during product design stage based on
the interactions between various DfX rules, end-of-life recovery options and recovery
conditions. Based on this need, research questions are developed. Answers to these
research questions help to achieve this goal.

The research questions and approach

followed to develop this tool will be discussed in next few sections.
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH GOALS
The objective of this research is to develop a tool to assist in the selection of
appropriate DfM and DfA rules during the product design stage based on DfD rules, endof-life recovery options, and recovery conditions. In order achieve this goal following
five research questions need to be answered.
Research Question 1: How should the relation between recovery options and
recovery conditions be defined?
During the study of various types of industrial recycling performed by various
researchers, it was observed that the recovery conditions affect the cost involved and
profit recovered in various recovery options. In this research, a relation for recovery
conditions and recovery options is developed for each recycling instance. The relation
will help to identify the greatest cost contributors in the recovery of products. This is
explained in section 5.1.
Research Question 2: How should the relation between Design for Disassembly rules
and recovery options be determined?
The implementation of Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules during the development
of new products has an effect on the end-of-life recovery options. For example the use of
rules to minimize the number of fasteners has an effect on recovery options identified
such as manual disassembly and automated disassembly (16). The use of this rule leads
to a reduction in labor cost, depth of operation for manual disassembly, operation time for
automated disassembly, and operation time and labor cost for semi-destructive
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disassembly. In the same manner, the implementation other DfD rules may have an
effect on the recovery options. A relation protocol is developed for DfD rule-recovery
option relation.
Research Question 3: How should the relation between Design for Disassembly rules
and recovery conditions be established?
Similar to the DfD rule-recovery option relation, recovery conditions are also
affected by the implementation of DfD rules. Fox example, implementation of rule, to
use snap fits instead of weld joints and adhesives directly affects the recovery conditions
like operation time, value removal rate, contamination, labor cost and machine cost. The
use of this rule can assist in reducing the operation time for manual and automated
disassembly. The similar rule can help in achieving a higher value removal rate as the
parts are not damaged during separation as that to parts joint by weld joints. Similarly
any possible contamination due to mixing of weld material is avoided specially during
destructive disassembly of a part. With the use of snap fits the labor time is significantly
reduced due to ease in disassembly operation. Machines are hardly required for parts
joined with snap fits as opposed to weld joints. A relationship is developed for DfD rules
and recovery conditions and discussed in further detail in section 5.6.
Research Question 4: How should the relation between Design for Disassembly
(DfD) rules, and Design for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly (DfA)
rules be defined?
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In the implementation of DfM, DfA and DfD rules, there exist scenarios when the
DfM or DfA rules implemented are same as the DfD rules. One such complementary
rule is to reduce the number of fasteners.

In some cases the DfM or DfA rule

implemented are conflicting with the DfD rule. For example, the DfM rule suggesting
use of weld joints is conflicting with the DfD rule to use snap or press fits instead of weld
joints. In some cases, the implementation of DfM or DfA rule could lead to a solution
which can be satisfied by a DfD rules, but similarly the implementation could also lead to
another solution which does not relate to the DfD rule. For example the DfA rule
recommending one to minimize the number of parts and the DfD rule suggesting to
minimize the number of fasteners. One of the outcomes of the application of this DfA
rule can lead to reduction in number of fasteners and another outcome could be reduction
in the components other than fasteners. These types of relations between the rules are
identified as similar type of relations. In this research a relationship representing all the
relations between these various types of DfX rules is developed.
Research Question 5: Can a tool be developed to ensure appropriate selection of
Design for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly (DfA) rules during
product design stage?
The first part of this research focuses on developing the relationships for the end-oflife recovery options and recovery conditions and design rules. The second part of the
research focuses on using these relations to create a tool for selecting DfA and DfM rules
during the product design stage. To develop this tool, an Entity-Relationship model is
used to represent the relations developed in the first part of research. Further, based on
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the ER model, a database is implemented that incorporates all the relations. Further
queries are developed using SQL that can help to use the rules for a particular situation.
The answer to all these research questions leads in achieving the research goal. To
conclude, the relationships will be developed for recovery options- recovery conditions
which help to identify affect of recovery conditions on cost involved and value recovered
from various recovery options. The recovery option-DfD rule relationship which helps to
identify the affect of DfD rule on cost involved from various recovery options, and DfD
rule-recovery conditions relationship which identifies sets of DfD rules affecting the
recovery conditions, and DfD rule- DfM and DfA rule relationship which identifies the
conflicting and non-conflicting design rules.
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CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
The relationships are developed to answer the research questions and achieve the
research goals.

The first part of the research framework focuses on developing

relationship between recovery options and recovery conditions, relationship between DfD
rules and recovery options, relationship between DfM and, DfD rules, DfA and DfD
rules. The second part of research focuses on representing these relations using an
Entity-Relationship model and developing a relational database.
The first relationship is developed for end-of-life recovery options and recovery
conditions.

Separate relationships are developed for recovery options and recovery

conditions identified in electronic, automotive and PCB recycling industries. The second
relationship developed is for Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules and recovery options.
The relationship presents the list of recovery options favorable to each Design for
Disassembly (DfD) rule identified in this research. The third relationship is for the
Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules and recovery conditions. The lists of DfD rules for a
recovery condition are presented in this relationship. The fourth relationship is between
DfM and, DfD rules, DfA and DfD rules. This relationship list the DfM and DfA rules
related to the DfD rules via three types of relation.
5.1.

Recovery conditions and recovery options relation
Table 5.1 presents the relation between end-of-life recovery options and recovery

conditions, specifically the relationship for the electronic recycling. The relationship
shows the comparison of recovery conditions for each recovery option. Different ways of
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comparison were identified for comparing recovery conditions and recovery option. One
of the comparisons is whether a recovery condition is higher or lower for a recovery
option? For example operational cost is higher in manual disassembly and lower in
destructive disassembly (15; 17; 33). Other forms of comparison are whether a recovery
condition can be achieved with a recovery option or not?

For example hazardous

material recovery can be achieved with a manual disassembly but not with the destructive
disassembly (19; 25; 26; 40; 41; 58). Another type of comparison is whether a recovery
condition is economical or uneconomical for a recovery option? For example operational
cost is uneconomical for manual disassembly and economical for destructive disassembly
(25). Recovery conditions are further compared by whether the intensity of the recovery
condition is more or less for a recovery option? The flexibility in handling product
variety is more in destructive disassembly, and less in manual and automated disassembly
(19; 26; 40). A color coding is used to identify the recovery conditions in this relation,
color coding used are green and red. The green colored recovery conditions indicate that
theses recovery conditions assist in the end-of-life recovery irrespective of the recovery
option practiced. Whereas the red color coded recovery conditions indicate that the
recovery conditions are not assisting the end-of-life recovery making it difficult to
recover, and in some cases costly.
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Table 5.1: Recovery conditions and recovery options relationship for electronic
recycling
Recovery options

Recovery
Conditions
Operational Cost

Depth of operation
Operation time

Labor cost
Tooling cost

Flexibility in
handling product
variety
Need for
disassembly
sequencing
Value removal rate
Material separation
volume
Energy recovery
Savings in virgin
material
Health hazard to

Manual
disassembly
(MD)

Automated SemiDestructive
disassembly destructive disassembly (DD)
(AD)
disassembly
(SDD)

Higher than
DD,
Uneconomical
(25; 35)
Lower than
DD (15; 17;
33)
Higher than
DD(2)
High (32; 40)
Higher than
DD (35)

High for
small
quantities
(26; 40)

Higher than
DD (35)
Lower than
AD (26)
Low, Less
than DD (19;
26)
Yes (15; 17;
19; 32; 35)
High (15; 25;
32)
High (25)

Lower than MD ,
Economical (25)
Lower than MD(2)
Higher than MD
(15; 33)

Less than
MD (35)
1.7 times of
MD(cell
phone) (42)
Less than
MD (35; 40)
Higher than
MD (15; 26;
40)
Low, Less
than DS (19;
26; 40)
Yes (11; 15;
19; 26; 32;
35)
High (25;
Low (25;
32)
32)
High (25)
Low (25)
Low (25)

Yes (15; 35)
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High (15; 17; 32)
Less than MD (15)

Less than MD (15;
35)

High, More than
MD & AD (25)

Low (25; 32)
Low (25)
Yes (25; 58) , High
Yes (25; 58)

Recovery options

Recovery
Conditions
orkers
Hazardous material
removal
Air pollution
reduction- Co2
emissions
Number of
Separation
techniques for
refinement
Option selectivity
(Secondary
applications of parts
separated) reuse,
remanufacture.
Damage to other
components in
system (precious
metals and coatings)
Purity

Manual
disassembly
(MD)

Automated SemiDestructive
disassembly destructive disassembly (DD)
(AD)
disassembly
(SDD)

Yes (19; 25;
26; 40; 41)
More than AD
(18; 42)

Yes (11; 19;
35; 40)
Less than
MD (42)

No (26; 58)
Yes (25)

Less (25)

High, More (25;
28; 32; 33; 58; 59)

Yes (15; 19;
25)

No (42)

No (35)

No (15; 58)

Table 5.2 shows the recovery option and recovery condition relationship for
automotive recycling. Additional comparison approach is shown for this relationship
than those explained in the relationship for electronic recycling. These new ways include
whether a recovery condition is favorable or unfavorable for a recovery option? For
example achieving the targets set in by environmental agencies, manual disassembly is
highly favorable whereas destructive disassembly is unfavorable (45). The same color
coding and meanings are used for this relationship as that used for electronic recycling
relationship.
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Table 5.2: Recovery options and recovery conditions relationship for automotive
recycling
Recovery Options

Recovery
Conditions
Operational Cost

Part access difficulty
Difficulty
in
Positioning tool/hand
Obstruction
difficulties
Handling
difficulties
operation Time

Manual
disassembly
(MD)

Automated
disassembly
(AD)

Semidestructive
disassembly
(SDD)

Higher,
Uneconomical
(16; 29; 44)

Destructive
disassembly
(DD)

Yes (16)
Yes (16)

Lower,
Economical (31)
,Uneconomical
for Al intensive
vehicles (16; 44)
No (16)
No (16)

Yes (16)

No (16)

Yes (16)

No (16)

High/More (1; Less
than
44)
AD (10)
Effect of Fasteners
Yes (16)
Effect of Material or Yes (16)
part diversity
Labor cost
More than DD Less
than
(1; 16)
DD and MD
(10; 45)
Maintenance
and
Higher than
electricity cost for
DD (45)
Machine
Tooling/Machine
Low (45)
Low (45)
cost
value removal rate
Higher than High (31)
DD (16; 29)
Material separation Higher than High (44)
volume or fraction of DD (43; 44)
vehicle recovered
Hazardous material Yes (43; 44)
Yes (45)
Yes (45)
removal
Health hazard to Yes (10)
No (10)
Yes (10)
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Low (44)
No (16)
No (16)
Low, Less than
MD (16)
Less than MD
(45)
High (45)
Lower than MD
(16; 29)
Low (43; 44; 45)

No (43; 44)
No (10)

Recovery Options

Recovery
Conditions
workers
Option
selectivity(Secondary
applications
of
parts)-reuse
Damage to other
components
in
system
(precious
metals and coatings)
Energy
recovery
(Thermal)
Separation
techniques required
for refinement
Material Purity
Profit

Manual
disassembly
(MD)

Automated
disassembly
(AD)

Semidestructive
disassembly
(SDD)

Destructive
disassembly
(DD)

More (45; 48)

Less (45; 48)

Low (44)

High (44)

Yes (45)

Yes (45)

Yes (45)

Yes (45; 48)

Low or Less
(44)

More (43; 44;
45)

More (16)
Higher than
DS (44)
None (16; 44)

Less (16)
Lower than MD
(44)
Yes (16; 44)

Material
Contamination
Chances of achieving High
Targets set by
favorable (45)
Environmental
agencies

Unfavorable (45)
or low

Table 5.3 shows the recovery condition and recovery option relationship for PCB
recycling. In this relationship a new approach of comparison for recovery conditions is
shown in addition to the different comparison approaches explained earlier for the
recovery options and recovery conditions relationships for electronic and automotive
recycling. The comparison is whether a recovery condition is high, medium or low for a
recovery option?

For example depth of operation is high for manual disassembly,

medium for semi-destructive disassembly and low for destructive disassembly (29). The
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color codes used are green, blue and red. The recovery conditions in green indicate that
the recovery conditions are assisting a recovery option by reducing time and cost
indirectly or directly.

The recovery conditions in red indicated that the recovery

conditions do not assisting the recovery. The recovery conditions in blue indicate that the
recovery is not affecting as badly as recovery conditions in red or neither assisting as that
of the recovery conditions coded in green, their state is intermediate to that of the other
two color codes.

Table 5.3: Recovery options and recovery conditions relationship for PCB recycling
Recovery options

Recovery
Conditions
Operational Cost

Part access
difficulties
Difficulty in
Positioning
tool/hand
Physical Force
required in removal
Obstructions in
removal
Handling
difficulties
Resistance to
removal
Depth of operation

Manual
disassembly
(MD)

Automated
disassembly
(AD)

Semidestructive
disassembly
(SDD)

Destructive
disassembly
(DD)

Higher,
Uneconomical
(60) (35; 61;
60)
Yes (29; 40;
63)
High (40; 63)

Medium (42;
43)

Lower than MD ,
Economical (27;
60; 61)

Yes (29; 40)

No (29; 40; 63)

Medium (40)

Low (40; 63)

Yes (37; 60;
62)
High (40)

Yes (40; 63)

No (37; 60; 62)

Medium (40)

Low (40)

Yes (40)

Yes (40)

No (40)

Yes (40)

Yes (40)

No (40)

High (29)

Medium,
Between MD
& DS (29)

Low (29)
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Recovery options

Recovery
Conditions
Operation time
Labor cost
Tooling cost
Value removal rate
Material separation
volume
Environmental
aspect- Hazardous
material removal
Secondary
applications of
recovered parts
Damage to other
components in
system (precious
metals and coatings)
Material
contamination

Manual
disassembly
(MD)

Automated
disassembly
(AD)

High (29; 40)
More (29)
Low (40)
High (25; 27;
38)
High (27; 60)

Semidestructive
disassembly
(SDD)

Medium (40)

Medium (29)

Yes, Highly
favorable (29;
63)
Higher than
MP (15; 27)

Destructive
disassembly
(DD)

Less, Low (29)
Less (29)
High (40)
Low (29)
Low (27; 60)
No, Unfavorable
(29; 63)
Less, Lower than
MD (29)

Less (29)

Medium,
Less than
DD but
greater than
MD (29)
Yes (29; 38)

No (29; 38)

More (29)

Yes (29; 38)

5.2. Design for Manufacturing and Design for Assembly rules used in this
research
In this research, 97 Design for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly
(DfA) rules are used. These rules were selected from more than 400 DfM and DfA rules.
Around thirty various sources were used for selecting these design rules. The rules were
selected based on their possibility to affect the end-of-life recovery. The manufacturing
process in the rule was one of the factors that helped to understand possibilities of rules
having affect on the end-of-life recovery. For example the rules with the welding,
brazing and adhesive bonding as manufacturing process were selected as these processes
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significantly impact the end-of-life recovery. Figure 5.1 shows the list of different types
of DfM and DfA rules considered in this research. All the DfM and DfA rules used for
this research are listed in Appendix A.

DfM rule types
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DfA rule types
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welding rules
Injection molding rules
Brazing rules
Adhesive bonding rules
Grinding rules
Heat treatment process rules
General maching rules
Marking and lettering

Insertion rules
Handling rules
Fixturing rules
Fastening rules
Riveting rules
General assembly rules

Figure 5.1: Different types of DfM and DfA rules

5.3.

Design for Disassembly rules used in this research
More than forty Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules were considered in this

research. The selection of the rules was based on their frequency in various sources and
use in industrial practices. For example the Design for Disassembly (DfD) rule, marking
of plastic weighing more than 25 gram is a widely implemented rule in HP and GE
products. Some of the other rules used include modular design for easy component
removal, upgrade and replacement, elimination of glues and adhesives by using snap-fits,
and reducing number and variety of materials used (16).
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The Design for disassembly (DfD) rules compromised of Design for Recycling
(DfR) and Design for Environment (DfE) rules. The examples of Design for Recycling
(DfR) rules are reducing the number and variety of materials in product, and reducing the
fasteners and separation points, and use of snap fits and geometric locking. Some of the
DfE rule identified include, use of molded-in colors instead of paints, and coatings (16),
use of solutions involving non-hazardous substances without affecting the functionality
and cost of the product, and create maximum function in a part with minimum
environmental impact (54). Figure 5.2 shows the various type of DfD rules considered in
this research. All the Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules used for this research are listed
in Appendix B.

DfD rule types
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fastening rules
Adhesives rules
Envrionemental safety rules
Snap fits rules
Marking rules
Human safety rules

Figure 5.2: Different types of DfD rules used in this research
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5.4.

Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules and recovery options relationship
Table 5.4 shows a relationship for the DfD rules and the recovery options. The

relationship presents the list of rules with preferred recovery options for individual rule.
It can be seen that the preference of recovery option varies from one recovery option up
to four recovery options. There are four DfD rules preferring all the recovery options.
Those rules are “use of joining elements that are detachable or easy to destroy” which
reduces the labor time in manual and semi-destructive disassembly, operation time in
automated, semi-destructive and destructive disassembly (19; 54). The second DfD rule
preferring all the recovery option is, “minimize the number of fasteners” which reduces
the labor time, tooling cost in manual, semi-destructive and automated disassembly, and
operation time in automated and destructive disassembly (19; 54). The third DfD rule
preferring all the recovery options is “using fasteners of materials compatible with the
parts being joined” which assist operation time and separation of materials by refinement
techniques in semi-destructive and destructive disassembly (19; 54). The fourth DfD rule
preferring all recovery options is “elimination of adhesives unless compatible with the
materials of parts being joined” this rule assist in easy removal of components in manual,
automated and destructive disassembly, and avoid contamination of the recovered
materials in destructive disassembly (19; 54).
Some of the rules prefer three recovery options other than destructive disassembly.
Examples of these rules are “use of two-way snap fits or break points on snap fits” which
assists in easy removal of components in manual, automated and destructive disassembly
(19; 54). The use of this rule assist in reducing labor time and operation cost in manual
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disassembly, operation time in automated and semi-destructive disassembly, and
disassembly sequencing in semi-destructive disassembly (19; 54). “Part standardization
by use of same screw throughout the whole product” is another rule preferred by a
manual, automated and semi-destructive disassembly which assist in easy component
removal, reduces operation time and labor cost (19; 54). Whereas using these rules,
destructive disassembly is not significantly impacted.
Some of the DfD rules prefer only two recovery options. The rule “minimizing the
number and length of wires and cables” assist in decreasing the operation time in manual
disassembly and automated disassembly and further reducing the labor time in manual
disassembly (19; 54). Similarly the rule “making fastening point easy to access” is
preferred by manual disassembly and automated disassembly as it assist in reducing part
access difficulties, operation time and labor time (19; 54).

Table 5.4: Design for Disassembly rule and favorable recovery option
FAVORABLE RECOVERY OPTION

MD

DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY RULES (9; 10; 49; 53;
63; 64; 65)
Use joining elements that are easily separated or can be
easily destroyed
Use fasteners of the same or compatible material with the
parts being joined
Use adhesive only if they are compatible with the parts
which are to be joined
Use two-way snap fits or break points on snap fit
Part standardization such as use of same size screw
throughout the product
Use snaps fits rather than welding, soldering or adhesives
Use screws rather than welding, soldering or glue
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AD

SDD

DD

FAVORABLE RECOVERY OPTION

MD

DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY RULES (9; 10; 49; 53;
63; 64; 65)
Use of plastic containing only one polymer type
To avoid environmental impact use molded-in colors and
finishes than using paints, coatings and plating
Use of modular design for easy component removal
,upgrade and replacement
Use of easy removable fasteners
Design fastening points easy to access
Appropriate location of snap fits so that they can be opened
using standard tools
If parts can not be made of compatible materials, then make
provisions for easy disassembly
Use water soluble adhesives
Design products for reuse
Design parts so that they there is no need to separate them
Place components in logical groups , for example according
to recycling group
Provide permanent identification for separation points or
disassembly points
Use molded-in material for providing cut points
Minimize the number and length of wires and cables used
Put parts likely to wear out at the same time near each other
Marking plastic parts based on international standards
Marking various type of parts
Find solutions involving non-hazardous substances, which
does not affect the functionality and cost of the product
Create maximum function in a product creating minimum
environmental impact
Select renewable materials
Providing standard and permanents identification for
material types
Minimize the number of variety of components
Reduce the number of variety of fasteners
Reduce the number of fasteners
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AD

SDD

DD

MD- Manual disassembly
SDD-Semi-destructive disassembly

AD- Automated disassembly
DD- Destructive disassembly

5.5. Relationship between Design for Manufacturing (DfM), Design for Assembly
(DfA) and Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules
In this research, three types of relations between a Design for Manufacturing,
Design for Assembly and Design for Disassembly rules were identified. The three
relations include exact or non-conflicting relation, opposite or conflicting relation and
similar relation.
In the opposite relation type both the rules suggests implementation of different
solution. For example the DfM rule suggesting use of appropriate weld joints is opposite
to DfD rule suggesting implementation of snap-fits instead of welding joints. Another
example for this relation is DfM rule suggesting the implementation of glues and
adhesives using appropriate adhesive joints and DfD rule suggesting use of screws and
snap-fits instead of glues and adhesives. The exact relation type is applicable when a rule
indicates the implementation of the same solution. For example the DfM and DfD rule
suggesting the implementation of fasteners. A similar relation type is applicable when
the rules indicate implementation of a concept which may or may not converge to the
same solution. For example a DfD rule suggesting reducing the number of fasteners and
DfA rule suggesting reducing the number of parts. One way of reducing the parts could
be reducing the fasteners but it can also be achieved through other approaches, such as
incorporating multiple functions in one part to reduce the part count. Another example
for similar relation type is DfA rule suggesting minimization of fasteners and DfD rule
suggesting design for efficient joining and fastening. One way of efficient joining and
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fastening is replacing the fasteners by using the adhesives, glue or snap fit and this can
lead to minimization of fasteners but this is not the only way for reducing the fastener
count. Table 5.5 shows the examples of design rules having these three types of relation.

Table 5.5: Relation between DfM, DfA and DfD rules
DfD rule (9; 10; 66; 49; 52;
53)
Use joints, snaps fits, or screws
rather than welding, soldering
or glue
Part standardization such as use
of same size screw throughout
the product
Marking plastic parts using the
international standards, for
example
marking
plastic
weighing more than 25g as set
by ISO 11469
Use of easy removed fasteners

Modular design for easy
component removal , upgrade
and replacement
Minimize the number and
length of wires and cables used

9. Reduce the fastener count

Use adhesive only if they are
compatible with the parts which

DfA/DfM rule (67; 68; 69; 70)

Relation
Type
Exact

Design for efficient joining and fastening
- It can involve the use of integral snap- fits
and press fits
Standardize and use common parts and Exact
materials
Distinguish different parts have similar Exact
shapes by non-geometric means, such as
color coding

Design for efficient joining and fasteningminimize the variety of fasteners , make
use of self-threading screws and captured
washers
Design modular products so that
components and subassemblies can be
grouped to ease assembly
Minimize
flexible
parts
and
interconnections-Partition
should
be
provided between the products so that
interconnection between modules can be
minimized. Relocate related modules to
minimize routing of interconnections as
some of the connections like hydraulic
lines, electrical wires, piping are costly to
fabricate, assemble and service
Design for efficient joining and fasteningminimize variety of fasteners , make use of
self-threading screws and captured washers
Design for parts orientation and handling
for minimizing the manual effort and issues
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Exact

Exact

Exact

Similar

Similar

DfD rule (9; 10; 66; 49; 52; DfA/DfM rule (67; 68; 69; 70)
53)
are to be joined
associated with part orientation , specially
avoid use of parts like oily plates, small
plastic parts , and small parts with smooth
surface finish
Put parts likely to wear out at Design modular products so that the
the same time near each other
components and subassemblies can be
grouped based on functionality and
geometry to facilitate assembly
Eliminate need to separate part Simplify design and reduce number of parts
by incorporating the multiple functions into
single part
1. Reduce the number of different Simplify design and reduce number of parts
materials
by incorporating the multiple functions into
single part
Place components in logical Design modular products so that the
groups according , for example components and subassemblies can be
place according to recycling grouped based on functionality and
groups
geometry to facilitate assembly. This assist
to minimize the part count and assembly
variants during early stages of assembly
and allows a greater product variation in
the final stages of assembly
Use snap-fits instead of weld or Use appropriate weld joints (lap, butt
brazed joints
joints) for strength
Make use of appropriate use of Make use of screws and snap-fits instead of
adhesive joints (lap, butt, trap glues and adhesives
joints) for strength
5.6.

Relation
Type

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Opposite
Opposite

Recovery conditions and Design for Disassembly (DfD) rule relation
It was identified that the Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules has a significant

impact on the end-of-life recovery conditions. For example a recovery condition, the
need for disassembly sequencing is affected by the DfD rule which suggest placing the
components according to recycling group. In this case the application of DfD rule helps
to reduce time involved in disassembly sequencing. The recovery conditions like effect
of fasteners is affected by the DfD rule minimizing the number of fasteners.
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The

presence of fewer fasteners makes recovery of products easy. The recovery condition
,operation time is affected by DfD rules like minimize the number of fasteners, use of
easy removed fasteners, use of detachable joining elements and use of fasteners
compatible with the parts.

The DfD rules like reducing the number and types of

materials, making fastening points easy to access and use of water soluble adhesives also
assist in reducing operation time during the end-of-life recovery (19; 54).
There are other recovery conditions affected by the DfD rule.

The DfD rule

suggesting elimination of adhesives unless compatible with material of both parts being
joined and minimization of the number and length of wires and cables used increases the
purity at the end-of-life recovery (19; 54). The tooling time and labor cost is reduced by
application of the DfD rules make fastening points easy to access, use of water soluble
adhesives and use of snap fits instead of weld joints and adhesives (19; 54). Similarly the
labor cost is reduced by DfD rule suggesting to reduce the fastener count and use easy
removed fasteners. Hazardous material removal is eliminated by the DfD rule suggesting
to avoid use of environmentally hazardous material. Environmental safety is increased if
DfD rule “use of molded-in colors and finishes to avoid environment impact” is used
which can be caused by use of paints, coatings and plating (19; 54). In all these recovery
conditions, operation time is affected by the most number of DfD rules. The relationship
for the DfD rules and recovery conditions is shown in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6: Design for Disassembly rules and affected recovery conditions
Recovery condition

DfD rule (19; 54)

Need for
disassembly
sequencing

Place components in logical groups, for example place according
to recycling group
Provide identification for separation points
Providing standard and permanents identification for material
types
Reduce the fastener count or connector count
Use of easy removed fasteners
Use fasteners of the same or compatible material with the parts
being joined
Part standardization such as use of same size screw throughout
the product
Use adhesive only if they are compatible with the parts which are
to be joined
Minimize the number and length of wires and cables used
Use water soluble adhesives
Use joints, snaps fits, or screws rather than welding, brazing,
soldering or glue
Reduce the fastener or connector count
Use of easy removed fasteners
Appropriate location of snap fits so that they can be opened using
standard tools
Use joining elements those are easily separable or easy to destroy
Use fasteners of the same or compatible material with the parts
being joined
Use two-way snap fits or break points on snap fits
Use techniques to for minimizing the number and variety of
materials used
Design fastening points easy to access
Use water soluble adhesives in product
Provide identification for separation points
Providing standard and permanents identification for material
types
Design fastening points easy to access
Appropriate location of snap fits so that they can be opened using
standard tools
Use water soluble adhesives in product
Use joints, snaps fits, or screws rather than welding, brazing,
soldering or glue

Effect of Fasteners

Material Purity

Low/ operation time

Low tooling cost
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Recovery condition

DfD rule (19; 54)

Low/less Labor cost

Reduce the fastener or connector count
Use of easy removed fasteners
Design fastening points easy to access
Use water soluble adhesives in product
Use joints, snaps fits, or screws rather than welding, brazing,
soldering or glue
Avoid use of environmentally hazardous material

Hazardous material
removal
Enhanced
environmental
protection
5.7.

To avoid environment impact use molded-in colors and finishes
than using paints, coatings and plating

Summary
The relationships developed in this chapter helps to understand the interaction of

the end-of-life recovery options, recovery conditions and design rules. Through these
relationships it was identified that the recovery conditions greatly influence the cost
involved and value recovered for a recovery option. It was also observed that there are
sets of recovery conditions influencing the recovery options. It was also found that the
application of Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules affects the various recovery options
has a set of preferred recovery options. The relationship between DfD rules and recovery
options showed that the DfD rules have a significant affect on the recovery conditions.
The relationship between DfM, DfA rules and DfD rules showed that these rules are
related to each other via three types of relation. All these relationships will be used to
develop an Entity-Relationship (ER) model. Further a database will be developed based
on the ER model. The database can be used as a tool for retrieving the design rules and
relationships. The Entity-Relation model, the database and demonstration of the tool
using different products is discussed in next few sections.
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CHAPTER 6: REPRESENTATION OF RELATIONS USING INFORMATION
MODEL AND DATABASE DEVELOPMENT
6.1.

Information modeling
Information models can be developed using several approaches; some of them

include semantic data models, object-oriented models, and logic-based approaches (74).
In the following section overview of semantic data model, specifically entity-relationship
model is presented.
6.1.1. The Entity- Relationship Data model
Semantic data models (SDM) can be used for developing the relational database.
Entity-Relationship and Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams are the two
types of techniques comprising of semantic data modeling (74).

By far Entity-

Relationship (ER) Model developed by Chen is the most followed methods for
developing relational database (74; 75). The Entity-Relationship (ER) model comprise of
entities, attributes, identifiers and relationships.
Entities: Navathe, Elmasri and Kroenke defined entity as “a thing that users want
to track or it can be a thing in the real world with independent existence” (76; 77). Some
entity examples from this research are: rule, manufacturing process, and source and
recovery option.

In these examples an entity is a specific thing or an instance of

something. An entity class is a group of entity type instances (76). Hence a ‘Rule’ entity
class is the collection of all rule entities (DfM rules, DfA rules and DfD rules). In case of
the ‘Manufacturing process’ class, it is the collection of manufacturing processes such as
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welding, brazing, or fixturing. The entity class and entity instance difference is important
for creating the ER model. An entity class is formed by collection of entities and
contains a separate structure for each entity class made of various entity instances. For
example, the class ‘Source’ has many instances, one for each source stored in the
database (76). An entity class and two of its instances are shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Entity class and two instances
Attributes: Attributes are the things which describes entity’s characteristic. To
give some examples of attributes, attributes can be author name, source title, publication
date, ISBN. In the ER model all the instances of a given class have the same attributes.
Attributes have a data type. Data types can be text, numeric, date, and currency (76).
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The attributes having a single value for an entity are called as single-valued
attributes (77). ISBN is a single valued attribute, as every book has single ISBN. Some
of the attributes have the multiple values and are called as multivalued attributes (77).
Manufacturing process attribute has multiple values like welding process, brazing
process, fixturing, and adhesive bonding processes. There can be instances where a
particular entity may not have value for an attribute, for example the ISBN in the source
entity represents the number for the book, and if the source used is an online website or
journal paper then ISBN will not be applicable. In such cases a special value called null
is created (77).
Identifiers:

The identifiers are the attributes those help to identify the entity

instances (76). For example, a source could be identified by ISBN, by author name, or by
book title. Rule instances could be identified by the rule title, by rule condition or by rule
description (76).
Relationships: In an ER model entities are related by relationships (76). The
number of entities in a relationship defines the degree of the relationship (76). In Figure
6.3 the rule -source relationship is of degree 2 because it involves two entity classes, rule
and source. The rule- recovery option- recovery condition relationship in Figure 6.4 is a
degree 3, because it involves three entity classes: rule, recovery option and recovery
condition. The relationships with two entity classes is called as binary relationships and
are one of the most identified types of relationship (76).
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Entity-Relationship diagram notations: Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.6
shown are called entity-relationship diagrams. Standards notations are used to represent
the parameters of the ER diagram. Entity classes are shown by rectangles, relationships
are shown by diamond, and attributes are shown in the oval (77). The various notations
used in ER model are shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Notations used in ER model
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Figure 6.3: Binary relationship

Figure 6.4: Ternary relationship
Binary Relationships: There are three types of binary relationships. The first type
of relationship is one-to-one relationship (76). The second type of binary relationship is
one-to-many (1: M).

The Figure 6.5 shows the one-to-many relationship (76).

According to this relationship a source has many rules, but a rule has only one source.
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Figure 6.6 show the third type of binary relationship. This relationship is rule-recovery
option in which a one rule can have relation with many recovery options, and a recovery
option can have relation with the many rules (76).

Figure 6.5: One-to-many binary relationship

Figure 6.6: Many-to-many binary relationship
Recursive relationships: In this type of relationship an entity has relationship to
itself. Figure 6.7 shows the rule entity in which more than one rule is related to many
other rules. As with the binary relationships, recursive relationships can be one-to-one
(1:1), and one-to-many (1: M), and many-to-many (N: M) (76).
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Figure 6.7: Many-to-many recursive relationship

6.2.

Entity-Relationship model for design rules
An ER model is developed for the relations developed in this research based on the

information modeling concepts and notations. As shown in Figure 6.8 the model has
‘Rule’ as a highest level entity and rest of the entities in a relationship with the rule. The
entities related to the rule are source, manufacturing taxonomy, manufacturing process,
recovery option, and recovery condition. Recycling type is a separate entity not related to
the rule. However the recycling type is related to the recovery option and recovery
condition entities through many-to-many (N: M) relationship.
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Figure 6.8: Entity-relationship model for design rules
This ER model has seven entities, ten relationships of which four are one-to-many
relationships and six many-to-many to relationships. The ‘Rule’ entity has attributes as
background, description, rule title, rule condition, rule consequence, rule justification,
rule illustration, rule type and rule ID. Out of all these attributes of a rule entity, rule ID
is an identifier. Similarly the entity ‘Source’ has source ID, source title, author name,
publication date, ISBN, and source location as attributes. In this entity source ID is an
identifier. The ‘Manufacturing process’ entity has a manufacturing process type as an
attribute as well as an identifier. Manufacturing process types include processes like
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welding, brazing, injection molding, brazing, adhesive bonding, grinding and heat
treatment. The ‘Manufacturing taxonomy’ entity has a manufacturing taxonomy type as
an attribute and an identifier. Manufacturing taxonomy types include operations like
joining, holding, machining and assembly. For ‘Recovery option’ entity recovery option
type is an attribute as well as identifier. The recovery option type includes automated
disassembly, manual disassembly, semi-destructive disassembly and destructive
disassembly. For the ‘Recovery condition’ entity the recovery condition type is an
attribute as well as an identifier. The recovery condition type can be operation time,
labor cost, machine cost, material separation volume. For the ‘Recycling group’ entity
recycling type is a single attribute as well as an identifier. The recycling type include
electronic, automotive and PCB recycling.
The one-to-many relationships in this ER model are rule-source relationship where
one source has many rules, rule-manufacturing process relationship where one
manufacturing process has many rules, and rule-manufacturing taxonomy relationship
where one instance of manufacturing taxonomy has many rules. The last one-to-many
relationship is manufacturing taxonomy-manufacturing process where one manufacturing
taxonomy type has many manufacturing process types. The many-to-many relationships
are rule-recovery option relationship where many recovery options has many rule
instances, rule-recovery condition relationship where many rules have many recovery
conditions, recovery option-recovery condition relationship where four recovery options
has more than one rule, recycling group-recovery condition relationship where many
recycling group instances has many recovery conditions, and recycling group-recovery
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option relationship where four recycling types has four recovery options. The last manyto-many relationship is rule-rule recursive relationship where more than one rule
instances are related to many other rule instances.
The ER model shown in Figure 6.8 is formed of entities of standard design rules
and elements of relationships developed as the focus of this research. The generalized
ER model for a design rule consists of rule, source, manufacturing process and
manufacturing taxonomy entities. Figure 6.9 shows the entities and relationships of an
ER model developed as focus of this research. The entities include recovery option,
recovery condition and recycling group, whereas the relationship include rule-recovery
option relationship, rule-recovery condition relationship, recovery option-recycling group
relationship, recovery condition-recycling group relationship and rule-rule recursive
relationship.
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Figure 6.9: Entities and relationships developed as the focus of this research

6.3.

Database development
A database is developed based on the ER model developed in this research. The

guidelines are followed for developing the database (77):
1) An entity in the ER model is a separate table
For example, the databases developed in this research have separate tables for
rule, source, and manufacturing process entities.
2) An attribute of an entity is a column in the table
The attributes of the entity ‘Rule’ such as rule title, rule type, rule description,
rule background has separate column in the rule table. Similarly attributes like
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source tile, publication date, author name, source location from the ‘Source’
entity has a separate column.
3) A N: M relationship is a new table with the identifiers from both relating
entity.
The recovery option-rule relationship is a new table with recovery option type
as identifier from ‘Recovery option’ entity and rule ID as identifier from the
‘Rule’ entity.
4) A 1: M relationship is a column in the entity with the M side.
For rule-source relationship the source ID from the ‘Source’ entity is a column
in the ‘Rule’ entity table which is the M side in relationship.
A relational database is created based on these guidelines. Microsoft access is
used for building the database.
6.4.

Queries for retrieving the data
The data from the Microsoft access can be retrieved by using the query wizard or

using the SQL statement. The queries can be developed for retrieving the data. Some of
the queries developed for retrieving the rules from database are discussed in next few
sections.
6.4.1. Queries based on manufacturing process and manufacturing taxonomy
This query can be used to retrieve the data based on the manufacturing process and
manufacturing taxonomy involved in the rule. For example a query can be retrieving the
data for the rules with manufacturing process as ‘welding’. A query can also be based on
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the manufacturing taxonomy, for example retrieving the rules with manufacturing
taxonomy as ‘joining’. A query, by combing above two conditions can also be used for
retrieving the data. For example a query can be retrieving the rules with manufacturing
process, welding and manufacturing taxonomy, joining.
6.4.2. Queries based on the relationships
The relations developed in this research can also be used as a query for retrieving
the data.

For example a query based on the recovery option-recovery condition

relationship can be retrieving the list of rules with the recovery option, manual
disassembly and recovery condition, operation time. Similarly for the rule-recovery
option relationship more specific queries can be developed by adding the conditions for
the manufacturing process and manufacturing taxonomy. For example a query can be
retrieving the list of the rules with manufacturing process as grinding and recovery option
as automated disassembly.

In order to get more specific data, the queries for the

relationships can be combined with the queries based on the manufacturing taxonomy
and manufacturing process explained in earlier section. For example, query can be
retrieving the list of rules with manufacturing process, adhesive bonding and
manufacturing taxonomy as joining, recovery option as destructive disassembly and
recovery condition as operation time. There are various combinations for using the
queries. It is completely on the designers to use queries depending on the scenario for
which the rule is to be implemented.
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6.5.

Using SQL statement for query design
SQL query statement can be used for writing queries. SQL is a widely used for the

relational database (77). In SQL, select statements are used for retrieving the data or
information from the database and are also called as select-from-where block which is
made of elements SELECT, FROM and WHERE. These elements have the following
meaning (77):
SELECT

<attribute list>

“Attribute list represents the list of attributes which are to be retrieved from the
database” (77):
FROM

< table list >

“Table list represents the list of relation names required to process the query” (77):
WHERE

<condition>

“Condition is an expression that identifies the list of elements from the database
which are to be retrieved by the query” (77):
Some of the SQL query statement examples are shown below:
Query 1
Retrieve the list of rules from database with manufacturing process, welding.
Q1:

SELECT *
FROM Rule, Manufacturing process
WHERE Manufacturing process. Manufacturing process type =”Welding”

Query 2
Retrieve the list of rules from database with recovery option as manual disassembly.
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Q2:

SELECT *
FROM Rule, Recovery option, Rule-Recovery option
WHERE Rule. Rule title = Rule-Recovery option. Rule title AND Rule-

Recovery option. Recovery option type = Recovery option. Recovery option type
6.6.

Results and Demonstration
The outcome of this research is a computational tool for selection of Design for

Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly (DfA) rules during the product design
stage. The relational schema from the ER model is transformed into the relational
database which represents the computational tool.

The validation of this tool is

demonstrated with the help of two product examples. The first product is a motor-drive
assembly and the second product is a thermal gun sight both designed with specific
requirements. Apart from these two products the use of tool is demonstrated using some
consumer products.
6.6.1. Motor-drive assembly
The first product used for demonstration is a motor-drive assembly as shown in
Figure 6.11. Some of the requirements for this assembly are that it should be able to
control position on the steel guiderails (49). The motor should be close and should have
removable end plates in order to access and position the sensors (49). The base should be
able to slide along the guiderails. Also the base should support motor and wirings. The
wires should be enough to connect to the power supply and control unit (49). The initial
design for the motor-drive assembly consist of a base with two bushes, motor fastened to
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the base with the two screws (49). The base has a hole for placing the sensor and is
secured by set of screws (49). To provide enough coverings, the end plate is used. The
end plate is secured with the help of a pair of screws and standoffs, and each end of the
standoff is fastened to the base plate (49). The end plate has bushings for connecting
wires to pass through it (49). A big cover is placed below the base held in which
completely assembly can slide (49). This cover is fastened with four screws, two of these
screws fastened to the base plate and two of them fastened to the end plate (49). The
initial motor-drive assembly has total of nineteen parts consisting of two sub-assemblies
with eight main parts, and nine screws (49).

Figure 6.10: Initial motor-drive assembly design (47)
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The DfM and DfA rules were applied for redesigning the motor-drive assembly.
The application of the DfM and DfA rules resulted in improved design with four
components which include cover, motor, sensor and base. The DfA rules suggested that
the motor and sensor assembly could be snapped or screwed to the base, and the cover
can be made of plastic and snapped on the base. The improved design for motor-drive
assembly is shown in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11: Improved motor-drive assembly design (47)
It was observed that 39 Design for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly
(DfA) rules were used during the initial and improved design of a motor-drive assembly.
The queries are run through the database to retrieve the rules conflicting and nonconflicting with DfM and DfA rules used for the design of motor-drive assembly. In
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Microsoft Access queries can be run using either a query design or SQL statement. In
this case query design was used, in Microsoft Access the query design can be found
under ‘Create’ option. After selection the query design option, a table listing various
relational tables appears in the database. From this, relational tables can be selected for
which queries are used. In order to get list of conflicting and non-conflicting rules the
‘Rule’ and ‘Rule-rule relation’ table is selected from the list. From the rule table, the
attributes rule title and rule consequence is selected. From rule-rule relation table the
attributes rule relation and rule related are selected. All these attributes can be seen in
fields in the query design view. In the rule relation field selected from the rule-rule
relation table, the query criterion is typed as ‘Exact’. On the left side top of Microsoft
Access the Run option used for running the queries can be seen. After selecting the Run
option the list of DfM and DfA rules exact or non-conflicting with the DfD rules is
generated as shown in Figure 6.12. The list of DfD rules related to these DfM/A rules
can be seen in the column on the right side under the heading ‘Rule related’. In similar
manner the DfM and DfA rules opposite/conflicting with the DfD rules can be retrieved
by changing the query criteria in the rule relation from Exact to Opposite. This gives the
list of DfM and DfA rules opposite to the DfD rules as shown in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.12: List of exact/non-conflicting rules generated using the tool
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Figure 6.13: List of opposite/conflicting rules generated using the tool
Based on the list of exact/non-conflicting and opposite/conflicting rules generated
using the tool a Table 6.1 is prepared which presents the list of DfM and DfA rules
implemented for the motor-drive assembly design with the type of relation to the DfD
rules from the database (47).
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Table 6.1: DfM and DfA rules used in motor-drive assembly design
Design
Suggestions (47)

DFM/A rules used in Motor-drive
assembly design

DfM/A
Rule
number in
database
(Repeat
count)
60 (7)

Making two
bushes integral
to the base

Reduce the number of parts in an
assembly
Minimize the number of different
materials used
Incorporate multiple functions into a
single parts by combine two parts
Minimize the amount of material used

Exact

42 (4 )

Exact

31 (4)

Exact

44 (7)

Exact

10 (3)

Exact

60 (7)

Exact

Minimize the variety of fasteners

35 (1)

Similar

Minimize the amount of material used

44 (7)

Reduce the number of parts in assembly 
Minimize the number of different
materials used
Simplify design and redesign parts to
incorporate multiple functions into single
part
Minimize the amount of material used

60 (7)
42 (4)

The set of screws Minimize the fastener count
are not necessary Reduce the number of parts in assembly

The two

standoffs can be
incorporated into
the base



DfD rule
relation

Exact
Exact

31 (4)

Exact

44 (7 )

Exact

Minimize the fastener count

10 (3)

Exact

Reduce the number of parts in assembly

60 (7)

Exact

Minimize the number of different
materials used
Minimize the amount of material used

42 (4 )

Exact

44 (7)

Exact

Using same
material to make
plastic bush as
that of the end
plate , and can be
combined with
the end plate

Reduce the number of parts in assembly

60 (7)

Exact

Simplify design and redesign parts to
incorporate multiple functions into single
part
Minimize the number of different
materials used
Minimize the amount of material used

31 (4)

Exact

42 (4 )

Exact

44 (7)

Exact

Combine the

Reduce the number of parts in assembly

60 (7)

Exact

2. The two endplate screws can
eliminated
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Design
Suggestions (47)

DFM/A rules used in Motor-drive
assembly design

cover with the
end plate

Simplify design and redesign parts to
incorporate multiple functions into single
part
Minimize the amount of material used

DfM/A
Rule
number in
database
(Repeat
count)
31 (4)

DfD rule
relation

Exact

44 (7)

Exact

Four cover
screws are not
necessary

Reduce the number of parts in assembly

60 (7)

Exact

Minimize the fastener count

10 (3)

Exact

Minimize the amount of material used

44 (7)

Interpretations
based on initial
design

Use of standardized fasteners

11 (1)

Keep holes as far away as possible from
edges and corners
Use part with uniform thickness

13 (1 )

Parts should be designed with
chamfers/tapers for easy insertion
Minimize the need to change the assembly
orientation during disassembly
Design parts that can be inserted vertically
with the help of gravity
Provide chamfers to allow easy insertion

33 (2)

Make use of screws instead of a snap fits
and weld joints
Use of injection molded inserts

142 (1)

Use of injection press fit inserts

91 (1)

Use lettering and marking

68 (1)

Exact

25 (1)

38 (1)
39 (1)
33 (2)
Opposite

92 (1)
Exact

Design for efficient joining and fastening, 143(1)
It can involve the use of integral snapfits, cover snap fitted to the base
As seen from the Table 6.1, some of the design rules were used for the multiple
times. From the list of rules generated using the database it was observed that out of all
the rules used for design of motor-drive assembly twenty five DfM and DfA rules
exhibited the exact relations with the DfD rules. 1 DfA rule exhibited a similar type of
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relationship and 1 rule exhibited opposite relationship (highlighted in red) with the DfD
rules from the database. The remaining rules do not exhibit any relation with the DfD
rules.
The DfA rule conflicting with the DfD rule is “use of screws instead of using snap
fits and weld joints”. As it can be seen that during the redesign stage, rules related to the
reducing fastener and component count were applied. If this DfA rules are used in the
initial product design then it saves efforts and works required during the redesign stage.
If the designers had a tool that could verify whether they are using an appropriate design
rules then the rules used for redesign could have been implemented during the initial
design itself. This will not only result in a better design, but also time savings due to
reduction in redesign operations.
The use of tool not only helped in understanding the rules conflicting and nonconflicting with the DfD rules but can also assist in designing betted product by
implementing most of the rules during initial product design and reducing the activities of
redesign stage.
6.6.2. Thermal gun sight
The thermal gun sight is one of the products designed and manufactured by Texas
instruments. The main purpose of the thermal gun sight is track and sight targets (47). It
is also used for aligning the trajectory path of weapon to the video system for remotecontrolled targeting (47). The gun sight also needs to make accurate adjustments of an
optical element while experiencing shocks, and mechanical vibrations from the weapon
system and engine of the armored vehicle (47). In addition to serving these functions the
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product should also be lightweight (47). The original designed proposed for the thermal
sight design is shown in Figure 6.14. In all the design of assembly consist of twenty four
parts (47).

Figure 6.14: Initial design for a thermal gun sight (47)
The initial design was improved to eliminate unnecessary parts and to reduce
assembly operations. Figure 6.15 shows the improved design of a thermal gun sight.
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Figure 6.15: Improved thermal gun sight design (47)
For the initial and improved design of thermal gun sight Design for Manufacturing
(DfM) and Design for Assembly (DfA) rules were used. In all, twenty three DfM and
DfA rules are implemented to reach the improved design of the thermal gun sight (47).
The tool is used to retrieve the list of DfM/A rules exhibiting the exact and opposite
relation with the DfD rules. The queries can be run similarly to the query used for
retrieving the exact and opposite rules for the motor-drive assembly in earlier section. By
using the tool the list of DfM and DfA rules exact or non-conflicting with the DfD rules
is generated as shown in Figure 6.12. The list of DfD rules related to these DfM/A rules
can be seen in column on the right side under the heading ‘Rule related’. Similarly the
DfM and DfA rules opposite/conflicting with the DfD rules can be retrieved by replacing
the query criteria in the rule relation from Exact to Opposite. This gives the list of DfM
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and DfA rules opposite to the DfD rules as shown in Figure 6.13. Based on the list of
exact/non-conflicting and opposite/conflicting rules generated using the tool Table 6.2 is
prepared which presents the list of DfM and DfA rules implemented for the thermal gun
sight design with type of relation to the DfD rules from the database (47).

Table 6.2: DfM and DfA rules used in design of thermal gun sight
Design
Suggestions (47)

DFM /DFA rules used in
Motor-drive assembly design

Remove drive
shafts and
coupling, gear box
arrangement

The number of parts in the
assembly should be reduced
Minimize the number of
different materials used
Simplify design and redesign
parts to incorporate multiple
functions into single part
Minimize the amount of material
used
Eliminate the necessity of extra
operations, in this case
elimination of drill and pin
operation
Minimize the fastener count

Elimination of
fasteners by using
press-fit shafts and
bushing

Connector bracket
incorporated into a
housing , also lead
to elimination of
some fasteners,
elimination of
operation of

DfM Rule
number from
database
60 (3)

DfD Rule
number from
database
Exact

42 (1)

Exact

31 (2)

Exact

44 (2)

Exact

144 (1)

10 (2)

Exact

The number of parts in the
60 (3)
assembly should be reduced
Minimize the variety of fasteners 35 (1)

Exact

Design for efficient joining and
fastening, It can involve the use
of integral snap- fits and press
fits
The number of parts in the

assembly should be reduced
Simplify design and redesign
parts to incorporate multiple
functions into single part
Minimize the amount of material
used

Exact
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Similar

143(1)

60 (3)



Exact

31 (2)

Exact

44 (2)

Exact

Design
Suggestions (47)

DFM /DFA rules used in
Motor-drive assembly design

applying adhesives
to the screws

Minimize the fastener count

Interpretations
based on initial
design

DfM Rule
number from
database
10 (2)

DfD Rule
number from
database
Exact

Make use of screws and snapfits instead of glues and
adhesives
Use of standardized fasteners

142 (2)

Opposite

11(1)

Exact

Keep holes as far away as
possible from edges and corners
Use part with uniform thickness

13 (1 )

Parts should be designed with
chamfers/tapers for easy
insertion
Design parts that can be inserted
vertically with the help of
gravity
Make use of screws instead of a
snap fits and weld joints
Change the part geometry to
allow for insertion
Using non-permanent locking
arrangement for snap Fits
Use adhesives for fastening

33 (1)

25 (1)

39 (1)

142 (2)

Opposite

62 (1)
73 (1)

Similar

79 (1)

Opposite

As seen from the Table 6.2, some of the design rules were used for the multiple
times. From the list of rules generated from the database it was observed that the out of
all the rules used for design of thermal gun sight 13 DfM and DfA rules exhibited the
exact relations with the DfD rules from the database. 3 DfA rules exhibited the opposite
type of relationship (highlighted in red) and 1 design rule exhibited the similar
relationship with the DfD rule from the database. The remaining rules did not exhibited
relation with the DfD rules from the database.
The DfA rules conflicting with the DfD rules are “use of screws instead of using
snap fits and weld joints” and “use of adhesives for fastening”. As it can be seen that
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during the redesign stage, rules suggesting to reduce fastener and component count were
applied.

Also in the initial design the adhesive was used at five locations, hence

increased the number of operations. The tool developed in this research can help to
identify these issues and eliminated need of extra operations. The other advantage with
the use of this tool is that it can help to reduce extra efforts of redesigning the
components.
The use of tool not only helped in understanding the rules for the better design but
also assisted to understand the implications of using the rule exhibiting the opposite
relations with the DfD rules on end-of-life recovery. It is seen that DfA rule use of
fasteners instead of snap fits and adhesive joint is associated with the recovery conditions
effect of fastener and high operation time. These recovery conditions further affect the
manual disassembly by increasing the labor cost and the depth of operations for
disassembly. After the implementation of this rule during the end of life if manual,
automated or semi-destructive disassembly is to be followed for recovery then operation
time increases, contributing to the major portion of cost involved.

If instead rule

suggesting “use of snap fits than fasteners” is implemented, then it will assist in reducing
the labor cost and operation time in manual disassembly, and similarly operation time in
automated disassembly.
For the DfA rule suggesting “use of adhesives for fastening”, it is observed that this
rule has opposite relation with the DfD rule which suggest to implementation of snap fits,
screws than the weld joints and adhesives. Through the use of tool it is observed that this
DfA rule subsequently affects the recovery conditions like material purity, operation
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time, labor time and tooling cost. If the application of this rule is avoided then the
material purity will be enhanced during recovery, operation time will be reduced as the
removal of adhesives from the five locations will be replaced by one operation,
subsequently the labor time and cost will be reduced and requirement of tooling will be
eliminated as parts can be removed by hand. The tooling involved is not only limited to
the tools used by hand but also include the tools required to for refinement of materials, if
destructive disassembly followed.
6.6.3. Additional scenarios for using the tool
In additional to retrieving the exact and opposite rules the tool can also be used in
some additional scenarios. The tool can be used to understand the affect of design rules
on end of recovery options and recovery conditions.

Three products are used to

demonstrate additional scenarios for using the tool.
6.6.3.1.

Coffee cup

For the coffee cup shown in Figure 6.16 the tool is used to assist selection the
Design for Manufacturing and Design for Assembly rules considering DfD rules and end
of life recovery options and conditions.
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Figure 6.16: Coffee cup (75)
For designing a coffee cup if the designers can use the rules which help to achieve
the material purity at the end of life and at the same time is not conflicting with the DfD
rules. In order to retrieve the rules with these criteria from query design option in
Microsoft Access the ‘Rule’, ‘Rule-recovery condition relation’ and ‘Rule-rule relation’
tables are selected. From the rule table attributes rule ID, rule title and rule consequence
are selected, from rule-recovery conditions relation attributes recovery condition type are
selected and from rule-rule relation attributes rule relation type and rule related are
selected. All these attributes can be now seen in the query fields. In the fields ‘Recovery
condition type’ a criteria ‘Material purity’ is typed and in ‘Rule relation type’ field
criteria ‘Exact; is typed and query is run. As shown in Figure 6.17 the tool retrieves the
one rule ‘use of press fits and inserts’ which is non-conflicting with the DfD rule and
ensures the ‘Material purity’ at the end of life recovery. In addition designer can retrieve
the recovery options preferred by these rules which also help to achieve material purity
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during end of life recovery. Select the table ‘Rule-recovery option’ and from this table
select attribute ‘Recovery option type’ in query filed. In this case the preferred recovery
options are manual disassembly, automated disassembly and semi-destructive
disassembly as shown in Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.17: DfM/A rule non-conflicting with DfD rule and affecting material purity
during the end of life recovery

Figure 6.18: DfM/A rule non-conflicting with DfD rule and affecting material purity
during the end of life recovery with the list of preferred recovery options
Similarly the designers can retrieve the list of DfM/A rules opposite to the DfD
rules reducing the chances of achieving material purity at the end of life recovery. In
order to retrieve these rules change the rule relation type in query criteria field from
‘Exact’ to ‘Opposite’. Now the tool retrieves the list of DfM/A rules conflicting with the
DfD rule as shown in Figure 6.19. From the list of rules it can be observed that most of
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the rules conflicting are based on use of adhesives and welding. So in order to achieve
the material purity using preferred recovery options use of these rules should be avoided.

Figure 6.19: DfM/A rule conflicting with the DfD rule and affecting material purity
during the end of life with the list of preferred recovery options

6.6.3.2.

Cell phone

The tool can also be used in selection of design rules for products such as cell
phone as shown in Figure 6.20. For example, if the designers need to use the Design for
Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly (DfA) rules which helps to achieve ‘low
labor cost' during recovery. First the list of DfD rules aiding in low labor cost during the
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end of life recovery of the cell phone should be retrieved. The lists of DfD rules based on
this condition are shown in Figure 6.21.

Figure 6.20: Cell phone (76)

Figure 6.21: DfD rules affecting labor cost during the end of life recovery
In addition to the affected recovery conditions the tool can also be used to retrieve
the information about the preferred recovery options at the end of life by implementing
these rules. Figure 6.22 shows the list of rules assisting low labor cost with preferred
recovery options at the end of life. It can be seen that for the rule ‘reduce the number of
fasteners or connector count’ the preferred recovery options are manual, automated,
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semi-destructive and destructive disassembly.

For the rule ‘use of easy removable

fasteners’ the preferred recovery options are manual and automated disassembly.

Figure 6.22: DfD rules affecting labor cost during the end of life recovery with the
list of preferred recovery options
The designer further needs to refine the search by using criteria ‘Exact’ in rule
relation type to get the list of DfM/A rules non-conflicting with the DfD rules. Figure
6.23 presents the list of non-conflicting DfD (on the left hand column) and DfM/A rules
(on the right hand last column). It means this list of rules helps to achieve the low labor
cost at the end of life recovery of a cell phone with preferred recovery options.
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Figure 6.23: Exact/Non-conflicting DfM/A and DfD rules affecting labor cost during
the end of life recovery with the list of preferred recovery options
6.6.3.3.

Stapler

The tool can also be implemented to select the rules for the product such as Stapler
(Figure 6.24). The stapler mainly consists of a molded body, springs, fasteners and inner
case for holding the staples.

Figure 6.24: Stapler (77)
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In order to retrieve the list of DfM/A rules considering the DfD rules and end of life
conditions first step is to retrieve the list of DfD rules satisfying criteria of respective
recovery conditions and recovery options. The designer can retrieve the list of DfD rules
preferring a specific recovery option, for example in this case manual disassembly. The
rules preferring this recovery option are shown in Figure 6.25.

Figure 6.25: DfD rules preferring manual disassembly
Designers can further refine their search based on the recovery conditions, such as
selecting recovery condition type as low operation time in order to retrieve the DfD rules
assisting to reduce operation time at the end of life. The list of rules satisfying recovery
option as manual disassembly and recovery condition as low operation time is retrieved
as shown in Figure 6.26.
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Figure 6.26: DfD rules preferring manual disassembly and affecting operation time
during end of life recovery
Further designer can retrieve the list of DfM/A rules non-conflicting with these DfD
rules by refining the query criteria by adding the ‘Rule-rule relation’ and selecting the
rule relating type as exact. The designer can select the attribute rule related from the
same table so that the non-conflicting DfM/A rules can be seen (shown on right side
column in Figure 6.27 ).

Figure 6.27: Non-conflicting DfD and DfM/A rules with preferred recovery option
manual disassembly and recovery condition low operation time
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter presents the key takeaways from this research and recommendations
for the future work.
7.1.

Research contribution
The contributions from this research include development of a design tool which

assists in selection of appropriate DfM and DfA rules during the product design stage
based on DfD rules and end-of-life recovery (EOL). The second contribution from this
research includes the demonstration of the tool with two product examples and additional
scenarios for using this tool.
7.1.1. Design tool
The contribution from this research is development of a tool to assist selection of
Design for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly (DfA) rules during the
product design stage while considering end of life conditions. During this research new
research questions were raised. Answer to all these questions lead to development of the
tool. In the development of this tool four types of relationships are defined. The first
relationship is identified for recovery options and recovery conditions.

The second

relationship is identified for Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules and recovery options.
This relationship enlists the DfD rules and preferred recovery options for individual rules.
The third relationship is identified for DfM and, DfD rules, DfA and DfD rules. In this
relationship it is identified that three types of relations exist between the rules. These
relations include an exact relation, an opposite relation and a similar relation. The fourth
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type of relationship developed is for Design for Disassembly (DfD) rules and recovery
conditions. This relation identifies the DfD rules affecting recovery conditions. All these
relations are incorporated in an ER model and further a relational database is developed.
Query design from Microsoft Access is used to retrieve the information from the
database. The use of queries assists in retrieving the rules for a specific situation. For
example, the designer can retrieve list of DfM and DfA rules not conflicting with the DfD
rules, and can also refine their search based on recovery options, and recovery conditions.
Based on all these relations designer can decide whether to proceed with the same design
rules or modify them. The evaluation of product scenarios for the application of tool is
explained in next section.
7.1.2. Evaluation by demonstrations
The application of tool was demonstrated using product scenarios. The results of
the demonstration indicated that the application of the tool generated the list of DfM and
DfA rules which are conflicting and non-conflicting with the DfD rules. It was observed
that the tool can assist in selection of DfM and DfA rules during the initial design stage
itself avoiding efforts of redesign. It is observed that the rules preferring certain recovery
options and recovery conditions can also be retrieved by application of the tool.
7.2.

Future research work
Future work includes application of this tool in an industrial scenario where

designers can use this tool for product design. In future, work can be done to explore
possibilities of potential savings in cost and time during the recovery of the products
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designed using rules retrieved by this tool. During the demonstration of the tool using the
product scenarios it was observed that the use of tool can save efforts required for
redesigning of the product and also the efforts of manufacturing and assembly of
redesigned product. So the study can be performed to explore whether the application of
the tool provides any cost and time savings in the manufacturing and assembly of the
products? Future work includes incorporating this tool into CAD software for automated
selection of the design rules. Future work also includes incorporating various DfX
approaches in a tool along with those considered in this research.
Some of the research questions that could be address in future include:
1) Is there any cost and time saving in the product recovery by application of this
tool?
2) Is there any cost and time savings in the manufacturing and assembly of the
product by application of this tool?
3) How can the tool be implemented to automate the selection of appropriate
DfM and DfA rules?
4) How can the tool be used for other DfX approaches?
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APPENDIX A
Design for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly(DfA) rules
Rule Name: Guidelines for welded joints

Rule number: 1-6

Rule Description:
This rule illustrates common mistakes in welded joints and specifies the proper guidelines
for welding.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
In welding, a well-designed joint will lead to a strong, durable assembly whereas a poorly
designed joint can lead to complete failure of an assembly.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If two or more parts are to be joined together by welding…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then ensure mating surfaces are deburred and square. Also, the weld location should be
selected to avoid excessive stress in the welded structure and interference with
subsequent processing of the assembly.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
Poor weld locations can lead to stress concentrations and ultimately the failure of the part
under a load. They can also lead to lower quality surface finishes if located on a surface
to be machined at a later process.
Rule Source
Kalpakjian, Serope and Schmid, Steven R., 2008, Manufacturing Processes For
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Engineering Materials , 5th Ed.,Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, pages 790-791.

Rule Name: Design for Brazed Joints

Rule number:7,8,9

Rule Description:
This rule specifies an important design consideration for brazing that is an additional
requirement over standard welded joint considerations.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
When brazing parts together, the design considerations for welded joints should be used.
Additionally, brazed joints require a greater contact area than welded joints.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If parts are to be brazed together….
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then design the brazing joint to contain as much contact area as possible. A good way to
increase the contact area of a brazed joint is to use a scarf joint. By angling the joint, the
contact area increases.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Fig: Brazed joints (2)
Rule Justification
Generally, brazed joints are weaker than welded joints. Therefore to increase the strength
of the joint as much as possible, the contact area should be increased.
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Rule Source
1. Kalpakjian, Serope and Schmid, Steven R., 2008, Manufacturing Processes For
Engineering Materials , 5th Ed.,Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, page 792.
2. http://www.tpub.com/content/construction

Rule Name: Design for Mechanical Fastening

Rule number:10-14

Rule Description:
This rule specifies general guidelines for mechanical joining.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
As with any joint, the better the mechanical joint design, the stronger and more effective
it will be in the assembly. A properly designed mechanical joint can lead to an increase
in cost savings.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If parts are to be joined mechanically with fasteners…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then…
1. Use fewer, but larger fasteners.
2. Use a minimum number of fasteners
3. Use standard size fasteners
4. Keep the fit between the parts to be joined loose.
5. Keep holes as far away as possible from edges and corners.
6. Ensure the compatibility of the parts to be joined.
Rule Illustrations: None
Rule Justification
Reducing fastener counts can significantly increase cost savings. Standardizing fasteners
also reduces costs and assembly time.
Rule Source
Kalpakjian, Serope and Schmid, Steven R., 2008, Manufacturing Processes For
Engineering Materials , 5th Ed.,Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, pages 793-794.

Rule Name: Design Guidelines for Adhesive Bonding
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Rule Number:15-19

Rule Description:
This rule specifies guidelines to follow when designing a part to be joined together with
another part with adhesives.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Bonding two parts together with adhesives is a quick and easy way to complete sub/full
assemblies. Following these guidelines will ensure stronger bonds and higher quality
assemblies.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If two or more parts are to be joined through the use of adhesives…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then…
1. Make sure that the assembly will only be subjected to tensile, compressive, or
shear stresses
2. Avoid peeling stresses
3. Make sure that the two or more parts being joined have similar thermal
expansion coefficients.
4. Remove all debris from the areas to be joined; area should be clean
5. Increase contact areas for greater joint strength.

Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
Following the rule above will decrease the occurrence of failure in adhered joints.
Assemblies will be able to accept greater loads thus providing higher factors of safety.
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Rule Source
Kalpakjian, Serope and Schmid, Steven R., 2008, Manufacturing Processes For
Engineering Materials, 5th Ed.,Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, page 793.

Rule Name: Design for Fixturing

Rule number:20-24

Rule Description:
This rule specifies guidelines to follow when designing a fixture to hold a workpiece.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
When mass manufacturing a part or assembly, it is wise to use fixtures to hold the
workpiece at various stages along the process so that the workpiece can be further
fabricated or assembled. Fixtures ensure precise and consistent alignment. They also
reduce the difficulty level of an operation and reduce processing time.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If a fixture is to be designed…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then…
1. Ensure that the fixture provides enough clamping force to hold the workpiece
during any processing.
2. Ensure that the fixture locates the workpiece automatically and accurately.
3. Ensure that residual chips/burrs and other debris are cleared from the fixtureworkpiece locating interfaces after every cutting/drilling process.
4. Ensure that the fixture has a low profile so that it does not interfere with
cutting tools.
5. Design the fixture to be flexible; the best fixtures can be used for multiple
parts with multiple operations.
Rule Illustrations (if needed) None
Rule Justification
Following the rule above will decrease defects in mass manufactured parts/assemblies.
Raw material costs will decrease and profit will increase for companies who design for
good fixtures.
Rule Source
Kalpakjian, Serope and Schmid, Steven R., 2008, Manufacturing Processes For
Engineering Material, 5th Ed.,Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, page 905.
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Rule Name: Design Guidelines for Heat Treating

Rule Number: 25-29

Rule Description:
This rule specifies guidelines to follow when designing a part to be heat treated.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Heat treating parts can have adverse effects. Problems such as warping, cracking,
embrittlement, and no uniform properties can occur if proper precautions are not made.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If a part is to be heat treated…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then…
1. The part should have uniform thickness
2. The part should have smooth thickness transitions
3. Avoid sharp corners both internal and external
4. If possible, avoid holes, keyways, and unsymmetrical shapes
5. Avoid large surfaces with thin cross sections
Rule Illustrations (if needed) None

Rule Justification
Following the design guidelines above will decrease the occurrence of defective parts
after heat treating. Following this rule will result in higher quality and greater profit.
Rule Source
Kalpakjian, Serope and Schmid, Steven R., 2008, Manufacturing Processes For
Engineering Materials, 5th Ed.,Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, page 245.

Rule Name: General Design for Assembly rules

Rule Number: 30-41

Rule Description:
This rule specifies guidelines to follow when designing an assembly that will be
disassembled and maintained frequently throughout its life.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
For assemblies that require frequent maintenance and part replacement, it is crucial that
they be designed with their disassembly in mind. A significant amount of maintenance
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time can be reduced by following simple guidelines during the design process.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If an assembly is being designed in which frequent disassembly/maintenance is
required…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then…
1. The number of parts in the assembly should be reduced
2. Multiple functions should be incorporated into single parts
3. Parts should be symmetric or extremely asymmetrical
4. Parts should be designed with chamfers/tapers for easy insertion
5. Designs should allow parts to be assembled without obstruction or without a
direct line of sight
6. Minimize the variety of fasteners
7. Fasteners should be spaced in a manner which avoids tool interference
8. Designs should consider factors such as weight, size, shape, flexibility,
abrasiveness, and tangling
9. Minimize the need to change the assembly orientation during disassembly
10. Parts should be inserted vertically with the help of gravity
11. Parts should be color coded
12. Parts that require more frequent maintenance should be located on the outer
layer of the assembly
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
Following the design guidelines above will decrease maintenance/disassembly time.
These guidelines will also ensure higher accuracy and precision in reassembly and will
decrease the occurrence of assembly errors.
Rule Source
Kalpakjian, Serope and Schmid, Steven R., 2008, Manufacturing Processes For
Engineering Materials, 5th Ed.,Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, pages 905-907.

Rule Name: Design for Recycling

Rule Number: 42-45
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Rule Description:
This rule specifies design guidelines to follow when designing parts and assemblies that
will be recycled.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
In today’s marketplace, manufacturing companies face new requirements regarding the
recyclability of their products. Companies face government imposed regulations that
mandate a certain percentage of their products to be recyclable.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If a part or assembly is being designed to be recycled at the end of use…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then…
1. Minimize the number of different materials used.
2. Segregate different materials for ease of joining and recycling.
3. Minimize the amount of material used.
4. Design products with a modular design for the ease of disassembly and
segregation
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
Following the rule above will ensure greater recyclability for a company. It will also aid
in minimizing the impact on landfills and other waste storage facilities.
Rule Source
Benhabib, Beno. 2003. Manufacturing: Design, Production, Automation, Integration.
New York: Marcel Dekker. Page 75.

Rule Name: Design for Minimum Residues

Rule Number: 46-52

Rule Description:
This rule specifies guidelines for companies to follow in order to minimize the amount of
solid, liquid and gas waste left at the end of a manufacturing process.
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Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Manufacturing processes greatly impact our environment. Toxic wastes are released into
the environment in large amounts by manufacturing corporations. Municipal solid waste
placed into landfills is less than 2% of the amount of industrial waste inside U.S.
landfills. In the future, manufactured products must be designed in order to minimize
residual waste.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If a part or assembly is being designed…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then…
1. Minimize the amount of material removal.
2. Use longer lasting tooling to minimize the number of disposed tools.
3. Recycle shavings/removed material as much as possible.
4. Design products to be shipped in reusable packages.
5. Recycle packaging (pallets, drums, cardboard )
6. Design products to last longer.
7. Design for environmentally friendly lubricants, cutting fluids.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
Following the rule above will ensure less environmental impact. This will aid in the
return to a “greener” environment making life better for all who come into contact with it.
Rule Source
Benhabib, Beno. 2003. Manufacturing: Design, Production, Automation, Integration.
New York: Marcel Dekker. Page 74.

Rule Name: Designing for Lean Manufacturing

Rule Number: 53-56

Rule Description:
Lean Design
This rule specifies guidelines to follow when designing a part or assembly to follow Lean
Manufacturing principles.
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Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Lean Manufacturing is a philosophy that tries to increase efficiency, reduce product lead
times, and eliminate wastes. Incorporating these principles into your design repertoire,
will ensure that the designed products make it through manufacturing orderly, fast, and
with superior quality.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If a component/product is being designed to be manufactured under Lean principles….
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then…
1. Incorporate Poka-yoke into designs.
2. Design for minimal waste
3. Reduce the number of required workstations for the part during manufacturing
4. Reduce the number of fasteners
5. Incorporate all DFA principles
6. Design for longer lasting tooling
7. Design for Maintenance/Disassembly
8. Design efficient fixtures
9. Design for chip/shaving removal to keep workstations clean and efficient
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
Following the rule above will increase the number of successfully designed products in
any manufacturing facility. This rule will decrease manufacturing time and will result in
high quality products.
Rule Source
Summers, Donna C.S., 2007. Six Sigma: Basic Tools and Techniques. Prentice Hall,
Upper Saddle River, NJ, page 349.

Rule Name: Design for Corrosion Protection

Rule number:57-59

Rule Description:
Corrosion
This rule specifies materials to use that exhibit corrosion protection through beneficial
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oxidation.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Corrosion is a major component in part failure. It is a phenomenon that has to be
considered when designing a part/assembly. Some materials are better at fighting
corrosion than others. Whenever possible, these materials should be chosen.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If a metallic component is being designed where corrosion may be an issue at some point
in its lifetime…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then try to select one of these corrosion resistant metals:
 Aluminum


Titanium



Stainless Steel

Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
These materials develop beneficial oxidation layers that prevent deterioration due to
corrosion.
Rule Source
Kalpakjian, Serope and Schmid, Steven R., 2008, Manufacturing Processes For
Engineering Materials, 5th Ed.,Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ, page 110.

Rule Name: Assembly-Minimum Number of Parts

Rule Number: 60

Rule Description:
This rule is applied to the process of assembly, and how the number of parts should be
minimized with the proper function of the assembly to be maintained.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
When assembling a product, time should be a main concern. When the number of
assembled parts is minimized with proper function in mind, the cost can be minimized.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If there is a product that could have potential for a smaller number of parts without
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sacrificing function….
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then minimized those parts with more press fits instead of screws…
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
When designing the assembled product, the smaller number of parts means less assembly
time and less cost, thus being desirable for a manufacture.
Rule Source
Poli, Corrado, (2001), Design for Manufacturing, A Structured Approach, Butterworth
Heineman, Boston, Oxford, Auckland, Johannesburg, Melborn, New Delhi, p 263

Rule Name: Plastic joining with self-tapping screws

Rule Number: 61

Rule Description:
Self tapping screws are commonly used to join plastic parts. These screws are very
effective when used properly, but improper placement can cause excessive stress and
possibly failure of the part. This rule gives the proper distant from the edge of a boss that
the screw must be inserted as not to cause excessive stress.
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Background/Justification of Rule (Context): Self tapping screws, typically metal, and
very strong compared to the plastics they are commonly used in. As such, when inserted
into the plastic all of the deformation and most of the stress will be experienced by the
plastics. If this joint is not carefully designed, these stresses can lead to joint failure.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied:
(a) If the outside diameter of the boss is less than twice the major diameter of the
screw…
(b) If the outside diameter of the boss is greater than twice the major diameter of the
screw…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
(a) Then either the boss must be enlarged or the screw must be smaller.
(b) Then the design is good, change nothing.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
Screw placement design is critical to the strength of the joint due to the stresses that are
produced by the screw that can lead to failure if placed incorrectly.
Rule Source
“Fastening with Metal Screws”. Ticona Engineering Polymers. Ticona. 12 Jan. 2009.
http://www.ticona.com/home/tech/design/fastening_with_metal_screws.htm

Rule Name: Design for Assembly- Insertion

Rule Number: 62,63,64

Rule Description: A large portion of designing for ease of manufacturing is to design
parts so that they are easily assembled. In the assembly realm there are two further
subdivisions: alignment and insertion. There are several guidelines to minimize the time
and effort required for the insertion portion of the assembly process.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context): The insertion portion of the assembly
process can account for a huge amount of the part assembly time and complexity.
Because of this, it is important to do whatever is possible to minimize this time. The
rules below will aid in this minimization.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied:
If any of the rules in the pictures below are being violated, and those violating features
can be altered.
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Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Change those features so that they follow the guidelines.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
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Rule Justification
Following the rules depicted above will ensure that the insertion time is minimized and
therefore the assembly cost is minimized.
Rule Source
Geoffrey Boothroyd, Peter Dewhurst, Winston, Product Design for Manufacture and
Assembly, CRC Press, 2002.

Rule Name: Design for Assembly- Insertion

Rule Number:65,66

Rule Description:
A large part of DFM is designing for the assembly process. Within the assembly process
there is handling- actually grasping and orienting the part- and insertion- mounting the
part onto the assembly. The design of the parts has a huge effect on each of these
processes and the time it takes to complete them. Minimizing these times will help to
minimize assembly costs.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context):
The insertion step comes after the part has been picked up and moved into place. It must
then be somehow mounted onto the assembly. The are many factors that can make this
much more challenging than the optimal instance, where the part just has to be set on a
flat, clear surface. Minimizing these complexity factors will ensure that the process is as
efficient as possible.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied:
 If the insertion point is unreachable…
 If the insertion point is not visible…
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Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
 Change the design to make the insertion point reachable.
 Change the design to make the insertion point visible.
Rule Image (if needed)

Rule Justification
It is fairly obvious that the assembly process will be much easier and faster if the workers
are able to reach and see the insertion points.
Rule Source
Geoffrey Boothroyd, Peter Dewhurst, Winston, Product Design for Manufacture and
Assembly, CRC Press, 2002.

Rule Name: Design for Assembly- Handling

Rule Number:67

Rule Description:
A large part of DFM is designing for the assembly process. Within the assembly process
there is handling- actually grasping and orienting the part- and insertion- mounting the
part onto the assembly. The design of the parts has a huge effect on each of these
processes and the time it takes to complete them. Minimizing these times will help to
minimize assembly costs.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context):
Handling is fairly simple. Pick up whatever part needs to be added to the assembly next,
orient it correctly to be added to the assembly, and ready it for insertion. Although this is
very simple, there are certain factors that can make if very difficult. Avoiding these
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factors will ensure that the process is as efficient as possible.

Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied:
If the assembly parts are excessively small, large, sharp, slippery, brittle, flexible.
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Try to change the part to be more easily handled.
Rule Image (if needed)

Rule Justification
Avoiding the issues above will help to optimize the process by reducing the handling
time. This is important as handling accounts for about half of the time spent in the
assembly process.
Rule Source
Geoffrey Boothroyd, Peter Dewhurst, Winston, Product Design for Manufacture and
Assembly, CRC Press, 2002.

Rule Name: Lettering and Markings

Rule Number: 68,69

Rule Description:
When to use protruding or sunken letters and markings in a cast part.
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Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Appropriate types of lettering and marking are required for different types of casting
processes.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
 If using a sand casting process
 If using a die casting process
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
 Then the lettering will be sunken into the finished part
 Then the lettering will be protruding out of the finished part
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The listed types of lettering situations above are the easiest to make. Changing the types
of lettering for each process would make the cost of the die increase.
Rule Source
Kalpakjian Serope (2008), Manufacturing Processes for Engineering Materials. Fifth
Edition. Pearson Education, INC, New Jersey, page 250

Rule Name: Application of Coolant in a Grinding Process

Rule Number: 70

Rule Description:
GRINDING: To avoid excessive grinding wheel wear, working material tempering, and
residual stresses in delicate finishing applications, a grinding lubricant or coolant is
necessary.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Grinding is a machining/manufacturing process in which uses an abrasive wheel to
remove material from a stock of material or a part. The use of the grinding process is
diverse and allows for extremely accurate finishes. Because the grinding process is
thermally dominated, energy from the grinding process can easily be transferred into the
work material and could cause residual stresses, martensite formation, thermal cracking,
and other defects.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
When surface conditions of a work material require delicate/fine finishes in a grinding
process....
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Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Make use of a grinding lubricant
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
Following this rule will decrease process economics related to material defects due to
thermal concerns in grinding.
Rule Source
Groover and Anderson (1996), Fundamentals of Modern Manufacturing: Processes and
Systems, Wiley & Sons Inc, New York.

Rule Name: lubrication for press work

Rule Number: 71

Rule Description:
Press operations: Determining when lubrication should be used in press operations .This
rule suggest using lubrication for press operations.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Using lubrication in press operations reduces die wear and improves part quality.
Lubricant thicknesses should be around .00001 in. and can be applied by a roller or a
spray. Lubricants range from soapy water to thicker oils with special additives, where
application is based on the specific process being performed.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If using a pressing operation…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then a lubricant specific for that application should be used.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
By using this rule a designer will be aware that using a lubricant in a pressing application
is desirable when part quality is important and multiple parts are to be produced with the
same die.
Rule Source
Oberg, E.; Jones, F.D.; Horton, H.L.; Ryffell, H.H., Machinery's Handbook (26th
Edition). Industrial Press 2000.
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Rule Name: Pins as locators: Snap Fit

Rule Number: 72

Rule Description:
Snap Fit design: Adding pins to a part that stabilize the mating of the part and prevent
hook damage. This rule says that adding pins to an injection molded part can be
advantageous for the assembly of the part.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Adding pins to a part will help the assembler align the part with its final location
minimizing the need of the assembler to use their fingers to help align the part. The
addition of pins also helps to prevent damage to the hoods during assembly.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If designing an injection molded part that will be snap fitted together…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then the designer should consider adding pins as shown in the picture below.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
By adding pins the designer can reduce assembly time and avoid having the assembler
damage the component by misalignment.
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Rule Source
Paul R. Bonenberger, The First Snap Fit Handbook. Hanser Gardner Publications,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 2005.

Rule Name: Non-permanent locks : Snap Fits

Rule Number: 73

Rule Description:
Snap Fit Design: Designing locks that can be easily released without manually releasing.
This rule shows how a lock can be designed that will not permanently lock and will allow
the part to be easily disassembled.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
When designing parts that need to be easily assembled and disassembled a small chamfer
can be designed into the back side of the lock which will allow it to be released by
pulling the two parts apart and no damage will be incurred. A non-releasing lock shown
below would require the user to manually release the lock which may not be possible in
applications where the inside of the assembly will not be accessible.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If designing an injection molded part with snap fit locks that needs to be easily to
disassemble…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then the locks should be designed with a chamfered back side so that the lock can be
released with only a predetermined separation force applied.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
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Rule Justification
A designer can avoid damage to the part and improve ability for a part to be
assembled/disassembled quickly by adding a chamfer to the back side of the lock making
it a releasing lock.
Rule Source
Paul R. Bonenberger, The First Snap Fit Handbook. Hanser Gardner Publications,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 2005

Rule Name: Lugs as locators: Snap Fit

Rule Number: 74

Rule Description:
Snap Fit Design: lugs can be used as locators and latches for snap fit design. This rule
shows how the use of one lug can serve the same purpose of two alignment pins and one
latch.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Lugs are essentially stubby L shaped latches. They serve two purposes; one to align the
parts as a locator and two as a latch. They can be used in conjunction with one latch to
replace two latches and two locator pins. The drawback of using a lug is that the part has
to be rotated into place which may be more difficult for some applications especially if a
machine is expected to assemble the parts.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If designing an injection molded part that will be snap fitted together…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
The use of a lug should be considered as it can help guide the parts together and function
as a latch.
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Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
The use of a lug as a locator and a latch allows a designer to reduce the number of
features required to hold a part in place.
Rule Source
Paul R. Bonenberger, The First Snap Fit Handbook. Hanser Gardner Publications,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 2005

Rule Name: Plastic push in type fasteners

Rule Number: 75-78

Rule Description:
Snap fit design: The use of injection molded fasteners that snap into place improves
assembly time over using screws. This rule shows several options for injection molded
push in snap fit fasteners.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Push in fasteners aid in improving assembly time. They can be of a one piece
construction or a two piece locking design.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If assembling parts that do not need to be easily separated or are not of structural
importance…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then a push in fastener can be used.
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Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
By using this rule designers can speed up the assembly process for parts that are not
structural.
Rule Source
Paul R. Bonenberger, The First Snap Fit Handbook. Hanser Gardner Publications,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 2005

Rule Name: Design for Adhesive joints

Rule Number: 79-83

Rule Description:
Adhesive bonds: Adhesive bonds provide strong seals between many types of materials.
This rule provides possible designs for adhesive bond joints.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Adhesive bond joints can be used in place of welding or soldering metals as well as with
plastic parts that are too big or complex to be constructed in one piece. A butt joint
provides unsatisfactory joint strength. One weakness of adhesive joints is peeling where
the joint is gradually weakened as one part is bent away from the joint. Some examples of
adhesive joints are shown below.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If designing parts to be assembled with adhesive joints…
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Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Then use one of the possible joint styles that are shown below and at least have a fair
strength rating.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
Designers can use adhesive bonded joints to provide a strong sealed connection between
two parts that can be assembled quickly without the use of other more expensive
fasteners.
Rule Source
Paul Degarmo, J T. Black, Ronald A. Kohser, Materials and Processes in Manufacturing.
John Wiley & sons, 2003

Rule Name: Rivets as fasteners

Rule Number: 84,85

Rule Description:
Fasteners: Rivets can be used as a strong method of permanently assembling parts. This
rule shows how a rivet can be used in place of a bolt or screw.
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Background/Justification of Rule (Context)
Rivets can be used as a permanent method of fastening parts. They have advantages and
disadvantages. Two sided rivets are very strong, but they are labor intensive to install.
Two sided rivets can be installed on large load applications such as bridges or small
consumer products. One sided rivets have moderate strength but can be easily installed,
and are usually limited to smaller applications due to their strength. Their main
disadvantage is that removing them requires drilling out or grinding.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
If designing a part to be permanently assembled…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
Rivets should be considered in place of bolts or screws.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
By using this rule a designer can cut cost by reducing the need for threaded bolts or
screws.
Rule Source
Paul Degarmo, J T. Black, Ronald A. Kohser, Materials and Processes in Manufacturing.
John Wiley & sons, 2003

Rule Name: Removal of Rust

Rule number: 86,87

Rule Description:
This rule is used to determine the methods that should be used to clean the parts.
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Background/Justification of Rule (Context):
Removing rust from forgings, castings, and fabricated metal parts is needed to insure
that any coating applied to it will stick. The type of metal that the part is made will
dictate the type of method used.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied
a) Hard metal (Steel)...
b) Soft metal (Aluminum)...
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done
a) Abrasive blasting, Salt bath descaling, Alkaline descaling
b) Acid cleaning, Pickling
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
The use of a cleaning method that is to destructive on a soft metal could cause a loss of
the dimensions and then cause the part into unusable. Also the use of a cleaning method
that is not destructive affect could cause the parts to not be cleaned to the degree
required.
Rule Source
Cotell, C., Sprague, J., Fred, S., (1994), ASM Handbook: Surface Engineering ,Volume
5, ASM International, Materials Park, OH, pp.10-11

Rule Name: Alignment during assembly

Rule number: 88

Rule Description:
This rule ensures alignment of parts in assembly.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context):
With the use of bosses and pins the time to assemble can be shorten. Save time during the
assembly of the item and to insure the parts go together correctly.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied:
If two parts can be put together in different ways…
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Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done:
Then the use of bosses and pins to make sure that the parts are placed into the right
alignment during the assembly.
Rule Illustrations (if needed):
Rule Justification:
Using the bosses and pins will decrease the chance that the parts are put together in the
wrong orientation and will have to be fixed. This should decrease the time and the cost
for assembling the item.
Rule Source:
Alfredo, Campo E. The complete part design Handbook. Boston: Carl Hanser GmbH &
Company.

Rule Name: Use of insert in injection molded parts

Rule number: 89-92

Rule Description:
Inserts can be used to help with the life of the parts.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context):
This will allow the part to be taken apart a greater number of times during its life.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied:
If an insert is needed in an injection molded part…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done:
A) Then it can be inserted by ultrasonic.
B) Then it can be inserted by thermal.
C) Then it can be inserted by pressing it into the part.
D) Then it can be inserted by molding it into the part.
Rule Illustrations (if needed):
Rule Justification:
This will help to increase the life of parts that will be made.
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Rule Source:
Alfredo, Campo E. The complete part design Handbook. Boston: Carl Hanser GmbH &
Company.

Rule Name: Part joining with screws

Rule Number: 93,94

Rule Description:
When plastic parts need to be put together it can be done using self-tapping screws.
There are two types of self-tapping screws they are thread forming and thread cutting.
The right screw needs to be used based on the type of plastic and the location of the parts.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context):
The right screw should be used when the produce is made so the produce will function as
it should for the end user. Also if the wrong screws are used then the parts should be
damaged during production and cost time and money in fixing them and correcting the
problem.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied:
A) If the part needs to withstand a large number of assembly and disassembly
cycles…
B) If the part requires the use of a brittle plastic…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done:
A) Then a thread forming screw is needed.
B) Then a thread cutting screw is needed.
Rule Illustrations (if needed):
Rule Justification:
The use of the wrong screw can cause the parts to fail and then produce to be unusable of
at best to function at a level below its design.
Rule Source:
Geng, Hwaiyu. Manufacturing Engineering Handbook, McGraw-Hill Handbooks.

Rule Name: Guide pins and correct orientation of part
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Rule Number: 95

Rule Description:
When a part needs to be held in an orientation during what time another operation is
being preformed guide pins can be used to achieve this task.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context):
Holding a part in one position and making sure that all parts are in the correct orientation
can take time. If the part is only slightly different from one side to the other then there is
a risk that the part could be put together wrong and might not be seen until the final
assembly.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied:
If a part must have a feature or a subassembly added to it in a specific location…
Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done:
Then guide pins can be used to make sure the part has the feature in the correct location.
Rule Illustrations (if needed):
Rule Justification:
If a part is made incorrectly during the final assembly other parts could be broken or the
produce could not function as it should. This would cause a increase in cost and could
increase the scrap that is produced.
Rule Source:
Geng, Hwaiyu. Manufacturing Engineering Handbook, McGraw-Hill Handbooks.

Rule Name: Use of features for assembly

Rule Number: 96

Rule Description:
When an assembly is made of many parts then the order that they are installed needs to
be quick and they need to be secured so they do not move during other steps or shipping.
Background/Justification of Rule (Context):
The parts need to be in the correct location and must not interfere with the other parts
also during shipping the parts need to not move around.
Rule Condition (If statement) when should it be applied:
If multiple parts are to be installed next to or on tip of others...
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Rule Consequence (Then statement) what should be done:
Then features can be used to connect the two parts and this makes it faster to assemble
and lighter.
Rule Illustrations (if needed):

Rule Justification:
This will save money by decreasing the number of assemblies that must be scrap. This
will also save time in having to fix the assemblies.
Rule Source:
Geng, Hwaiyu. Manufacturing Engineering Handbook, McGraw-Hill Handbooks.

Rule Name: Efficient joining and fastening

Rule Number: 140

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for designing parts for efficient joining and fastening
Background of Rule (Context)
The use of Threaded fasteners are time-consuming to assemble and also difficult to
automate. There is need of alternative joining and fastening options to reduce time
consumptions in assembly.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a parts are designed to assemble
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Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then design efficient joining and fastening elements such as snap fits , or by
standardizing the screws and captured washers
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of rules not only helps in reducing the assembly time but also reduces the
amount of labor involved in the process.
Rule Source
1.
DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURE AND DESIGN FOR ASSEMBLY, USEFUL
GUIDELINE, http://goo.gl/2vpla

Rule Name: Eliminate the necessity of extra operations

Rule Number: 144

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for selection of manufacturing operations.
Background of Rule (Context)
The use of many operations for manufacturing and assembly of product increases the
time involved in the process. An approach need to be used to ensure appropriate number
of operations.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a parts are being assembled or manufactured.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then eliminate the necessity of extra operations.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of these rules reduces the time required for assembly or manufacturing.
Rule Source
1. Geoffrey Boothroyd, Product design for manufacture and assembly, ButterworthHeinemann Ltd, 1994
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APPENDIX B
Design for Disassembly rules
Rule Name: Use of toxic materials

Rule Number: 125

Rule Description:
This rule assisting in following measurements for easy removal of hazardous material
during disassembly
Background of Rule (Context)
The removal of hazardous material during the disassembly of material is critical. There is
need of rules for locating these hazardous materials during the assembly.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If there are toxic or harmful material used in an assembly of product
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then point out or mark those toxic materials
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
The point out or marking of the hazardous helps in identification during the disassembly.
This can help to remove this material as quickly as possible. It will also assist in removal
of this tool by specialized tool.
Rule Source
1. Bombardier, Design for Environment guidelines, http://goo.gl/ppBU9

Rule Name: Secondary finishes to the materials

Rule Number: 134

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of material finishing from the disassembly and recovery
perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The use of secondary finishes in some cases can contaminate the recovered materials due
to mixing with the other materials. The secondary finishes should be selected as per the
product or material requirement.
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Rule Condition (If statement)
If material is not provided with the secondary finish
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then provide secondary finishes to the product such as coatings and galvanizing
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
Use of coatings may contaminate the base material and make recycling difficult, where
possible use materials that provide their own suitable finish or use mechanically
separable finishes, some protective finishes such as galvanizing may still on balance be
desirable since they extend the service life of the component despite disassembly or
recycling problems
Rule Source
1. Crowther, PhilipDesign for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Envionment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Providing standard and permanents
identification for material types

Rule Number: 124

Rule Description:
This rule provides guideline about material identification.
Background of Rule (Context)
Many hazardous materials or parts are not easily identifiable and should be provided with
a non-removable and non-contaminating identification mark.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If various materials are difficult to identify
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then make arrangements to provide standard and permanent identification during design
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
The material standardize identification allows for future sorting, such a mark could also
provide information on material type, place and time or origin and any toxic content.
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Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Minimize the number of vaiety of
components

Rule Number: 126

Rule Description:
The rule guides in reducing the component count in product
Background of Rule (Context)
The large variety of components makes disassembly of the product difficult. The
component variety should be limited.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the product contains the different type of components
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then use techniques to reduce the number of different types of components
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
Minimizing the number of different types of components will simplify the process of
sorting and reduces the depht of disassembly operation.
Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Use of mechanical connections rather than
chemical ones

Rule Number: 127

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of appropriate connections from the disassembly perspective
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Background of Rule (Context)
The type of connections in product is important from the end of recovery perspective.
The guidelines in appropriate selections of connections are required.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the product or structure contains the contain the chemical connections
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then replace the chemical connections by the mechanical connections
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
This will allow the easy separation of components and materials without force, will
reduce the contamination of materials, and reduce damage to the components.
Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Reduce the number of different type of fasteners
or connectors

Rule Number: 132

Rule Description:
The rule guides in minimizing the variety of components used
Background of Rule (Context)
To allow for a more standardized process of assembly and disassembly without the need
for numerous different tools and operations reducing the variety of components is a better
approach.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a product or a structure has various types of connectors or fasteners
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then minimize the number of different type of fasteners and connectors
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
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Rule Justification
The application of rule assist making disassembly easier reducing the operation time,
tools and labor time.
Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Joints and connectors to withstand repeated use

Rule Number: 134

Rule Description:
The rule guides in the selection joints for repeated use
Background of Rule (Context)
For the repeated use of the components some considerations should be made while
designing or selecting the hardware or processes for assembly.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the components of an assembly are to be repeatedly use.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then design joints and connectors such that they can withstand repeated use.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
To minimize irreparable damage or distortion of components and materials during
repeated assembly and disassembly procedures, to allow for the rigors of repeated
assembly and disassembly joints and connectors should be designed for repeated use.
Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Prefabricated subassemblies

Rule Number: 136

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of appropriate assemblies for developing a product.
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Background of Rule (Context)
For the mass production the use of pre-manufactured and quality assured subassemblies
help in assembly and later in disassembly of the product.
Rule Condition (If statement)
For constructing a product or structure.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Use prefabricated subassemblies and a system of mass production.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
It reduces site work and allows greater control over component quality and conformity.
The prefabrication of these components reduces the amount of on-site work required and
thereby eases the process of assembly, and later disassembly, of the product.
Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Lightweight materials and components

Rule Number: 137

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of part materials from disassembly perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The use heavy components and materials in product increase the manufacturing cost and
can make the the assembly and disassembly time consuming.
Rule Condition (If statement)
For constructing a product or structure.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Use lightweight materials and components.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
This will make handling easier and quicker, making disassembly and reuse a more
attractive option. This will also allow disassembly for regular maintenance and
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replacement of parts.

Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Identification points for disassembly

Rule Number: 114

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of appropriate measures for ease of disassembly
Background of Rule (Context)
In order to avoid confusions with other design features and knowledge on the component
systems of the building. As well as indicating points of disassembly, it may be necessary
to indicate disassembly procedures as instructions.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a product design does not have separation points.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then provide permanent identification for separation points or disassembly points.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
This will make handling easier and quicker, making disassembly and reuse a more
attractive option. This will also allow disassembly for regular maintenance and
replacement of parts.
Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Modular design

Rule Number: 105
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Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of practices assisting reuse of components.
Background of Rule (Context)
Grouping the products according to the geometry and functionality has been proven
advantageous to the assembly but can also have advantages during the disassembly.
Rule Condition (If statement)
During the assembly of a product or structure.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Place the components which are compatible with the other components of system
dimensionally and functionally.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
Such a standardization of the components during the assembly helps in easy component
removal ,upgradation and replacement during the disassembly.
Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Use of toxic and hazardous material

Rule Number: 141

Rule Description:
The rule guides selection of appropriate practices for environmental safety.
Background of Rule (Context)
Grouping the products according to the geometry and functionality has been proven
advantageous to the assembly but can also have advantages during the disassembly.
Rule Condition (If statement)
During the assembly of a product or structure.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Avoid use of hazardous material.
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Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
Avoiding the use of hazardous material can reduce the potential of contaminating the
materials that are being sorted for recycling, and will reduce the potential for health risks
that might otherwise discourage disassembly.
Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005

Rule Name: Secondary finishes to the product

Rule Number: 134

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of material finishing from the disassembly and recovery
perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The use of secondary finishes in some cases can contaminate the recovered materials due
to mixing with the other materials. The secondary finishes should be selected as per the
product or material requirement.
Rule Condition (If statement)
During the design of the product or structure.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Avoid use of coatings (other than galvanizing) that can contaminate the product and
make recycling difficult.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of guideline ensures that during the recovery material recovered has less
contamination. The appropriate of coating such as galvanizing extend the service life
despite the disassembly and recycling problems.
Rule Source
1. Crowther, Philip , Design for disassembly - themes and principles, RAIA/BDP
Environment design guide, 2005
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Rule Name: Use of snap fits and screws

Rule Number: 148,149

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline about selection of joining and fastening options from
efficient disassembly.
Background of Rule (Context)
Design of efficient joining and fastening parts from disassembly perspective is critical is
process is less time consuming. The rule assist in selection of best practices for assembly
from this perspective.
The use of welding, soldering, adhesives, snaps and fasteners is predominantly seen in
practice. Design for assembly suggests use of adhesives and welding (67). This is not
always favored from a disassembly perspective. The next section guides in selection of
efficient fastening and joining methods for disassembly.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If materials are joined by adhesives, welding or soldering…..
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
1. Then replace these joints by snap fits
2. Then replace these joints by screws
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Drawbacks in using adhesives, welding and soldering
 Fewer options available in part recovery/disassembly makes manual and
automated disassembly difficult, destructive separation needed in some cases.
 Affecting purity of disassembled material
 Being permanent joint the welded joint cannot be assembled and reassembled like
screwed joints.
Benefits of using snap fits and screws
 Easy part removal in disassembly
 No issues of contamination
 Snap fits can be disassembled numerous times without any adverse effect on the
assembly (78)
 More environmental friendly (78)
 Snaps fits solves the problem of creating an inexpensive component that can be
easily joined or separated with another piece (78)
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Fig 1. Use of angles surface in snap so that disassembly can accomplished conveniently
(79)
Rule Justification
1. The use of snap fits provide ease in disassembly, less possibilities of impurities in
recovered material and reduction in disassembly time
2. The use of screws provide ease in disassembly, less possibilities of impurities in
recovered product
Rule Source
1. Detailed Design For Assembly Guidelines
2. http://engr.bd.psu.edu/pkoch/plasticdesign/snap_design.htm
3. http://hubpages.com/hub/Welded-joints
4. http://www2.basf.us//PLASTICSWEB/displayanyfile?id=0901a5e1801499d5

Rule Name: Part Standardization – screws

Rule Number: 101

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of fasteners during the initial stages of design
Background of Rule (Context)
Part standardization- Part or component standardization is the situation in which several
components are replaced by a single component that can perform functions of all of them.
There are three various ways found in component standardization (86).
 Part Standardization within a product in which several unique components in
product are replaced by a common component
 Part Standardization among products, in this several unique parts in different
products are replaced by common component.
 Part standardization among product generations, in this case common components
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are used in different
Products or in upgraded products across the time frame (86)
The guideline explained in next few sections if executed helps in part standardization.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If there are several unique screws used in component.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Replaced them with screws of the same size.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The various advantages of part standardization make application of the rule imperative.
Some of these are as follows:
 The degree of component standardization directly affects separation,
identification and reprocessing.
 Component standardization reduces the tooling, the required for disassembling a
product and results in lower separation cost, reduces the complexity in
identification.
 Standardized components increases the material commonality leading to lower
reprocessing cost and out flow material with fewer impurities.
Rule Source
1. Component part standardization: A way to reduce the life-cycle costs of products.
H.S.C. Perera, Nagen Nagarur, Mario T. Tabucanon. s.l. : Int. J. Production
Economics, 1999, Vols. 60-61, 109-116.

Rule Name: Minimize the number of fasteners

Rule Number: 122

Rule Description:
The rule guides in reducing the quantity of fasteners in the product.
Background of Rule (Context)
The use of fasteners is predominantly seen in the assembly of the product. In assembly
and disassembly of the product use of fasteners makes process time consuming. The
manual and automated disassembly is time consuming with the excess use of fasteners. In
case of semi-destructive and destructive disassembly presence of fasteners increases the
impurities in the material after the operations. The guideline helps in reduction fasteners.
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Rule Condition (If statement)
If there are excess numbers of fasteners in a product.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then
 Reduce the number of fasteners, this may include
1. Use of snap fits instead of fasteners (81)
2. Eliminate 2 or more fasteners located holding same component by single
set of fasteners (81)
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The advantages with reduction in fastener make this guideline imperative. Some of these
are:
 Reduction in disassembly time spent on fastener removal (82)
 Less impurities during semi-destructive and destructive disassembly
 Increased value removed due as reduction in fastener flakes
 Reduction in refinement technique to get material in pure form
Rule Source
1. Engineering Design Projects. s.l. : Active Disassembly Research, January 2005.
2. ME349, Engineering Design Projects, Design for Disassembly.

Rule Name: Use of adhesives

Rule Number: 99,143, 144

Rule Description:
The rules assist in selection of methods to replace adhesive use in design process.
Background of Rule (Context)
Adhesives have long played integral part in the assembly process. Cyanoacrylates, light
curing acrylics, epoxies, polyurethane, and silicones are used in diverse medical device
assembly applications. Adhesives has advantages over various assembly methods
including (83):
 Joins dissimilar objects
 Distribute stress evenly
 Fill large gaps
 Seal ad bond
 Offer a neat final appearance
 Easily automated
 Electrical insulation (84)
 Vibration damping (84)
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The engineers now often choose to use adhesive bonding. The joining technique being
well proven and capable of supplementing mechanical fixing methods and has
advantages which include (84):
 Reduce component and assembly costs
 Improved product performance and durability
 Greater design freedom
 Less finishing operations
The advantages of adhesives over some of the assembly methods to be used as assembly
method. But in all effect of adhesives on disassembly of the product is not considered.
The rule guides in selection of alternate methods to adhesives.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If there exist joining of the parts by adhesive.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Eliminate adhesives ….Use of adhesives can be eliminated in following ways:
 Use of snap fits instead
 Make use of fasteners
 Integrate 2 or more parts into single part if those are made from same material
Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Fig 1. Application of adhesives on continuous press
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Rule Justification
The majority of the adhesives are difficult to disassemble once applied and cured. The
parts joint with adhesive requires special tooling if manually disassembled and in
destructive disassembly chemicals can be used for removal, affecting material purity.
These implications make the use of adhesives impractical from EOL perspective (83)
(84).
Rule Source
1. Marotta, Christine Salerni. High Performance Adhesives for Medical Device Assembly.
s.l. : Medical Segment Manager for Henkel Corporation.
2. Users Guide to Adhesives. s.l. : HUNTSMAN, Enriching lives through innovation.

Rule Name: Markings on materials/parts

Rule Number: 145

Rule Description:
The rules guides in selection of marking on various materials.
Background of Rule (Context)
The markings are used of identification of materials and products. Plastic parts weighing
more than particular limits are marked. Also hazardous materials are marked for
identifying the content. The standardized rules can be used to follow this practice.
There are basic requirements for making a product , these are as follows (85):
 Marking shall be must be made of durable materials and shall be replaced as
needed due to normal aging and fading
 The markings must be of appropriate size that could be visible from any direction
or approach.
 Marking should be non-contaminating (60)
The use of marking is mostly seen in safety application, but there exist application of
marking in disassembly and recycling of the product.
Rule Condition (If statement)
1. If the product contains parts with plastics.
2. If the product contains parts with variety of materials.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then mark those various materials….
1. Mark plastic parts weighing more than 25g according to ISO 11469 international
standards, to speed up materials identification during disassembly and recycling
(19)
2. Mark materials as magnetic and non-magnetic materials (60)
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Rule Illustrations (if needed)

Rule Justification
The use of marking on materials is beneficial during the separation /sorting of the
materials according to the types. The marking of the plastic weighing more than 25g has
proven successful in the recycling of HP products (19). The markings on the magnetic
and non-magnetic materials within in an assembly provide the option of using large-scale
robotic disassembly machinery (60). For example marking plastic weighing more than
25g as set by ISO 11469. Hazardous materials and hazardous waste containers are
marked to identify content and hazard posted.
Rule Source
1. Design for Disassembly Guidelines: Active Disassembly Research, Georgia Tech,
January 2005.
2. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND HAZARDOUS WASTES: Active Disassembly
Research, Georgia Tech, January 2005.
3. Miller, Jesse. Design for Disassembly Reduce, Recycle, Reuse: BYU, Marriott School
of Management.

Rule Name Joining elements that are easily separated or easily Rule Number: 97
destroyed
Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection appropriate joining elements for the assembly.
Background of Rule (Context)
The joining of the two parts by appropriate elements is important. As it not only assist in
easier assembly but also makes disassembly faster.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a product designed is frequently disassembled.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Use joining elements that are easily separated or can be easily destroyed such as snap fits
or some adhesive joints.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
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Rule Justification
The application of rules the parts can removed easily and can be repeatedly use. The
joints can be easily destroyed making and makes disassembly faster.
Rule Source
1.
Miller, Jesse , Design for Disassembly Reduce, Recycle, Reuse: BYU, Marriott
School of Management, http://goo.gl/zWGw6

Rule Name: Fasteners of the same or compatible material

Rule Number: 98

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection appropriate fasteners for disassembly.
Background of Rule (Context)
Reducing the fastener variety is important to make disassembly easier. The materials
used for fasteners if not compatible with the materials being joined then it can make
recovery difficult.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a parts are designed in order to assemble and disassemble.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then use fasteners of the same or compatible material with the parts being joined.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of rules helps to plan sequence of the disassembly. Also during the
recovery, the choice of selecting from various recovery modes is increased.
Rule Source
1. Miller, Jesse , Design for Disassembly Reduce, Recycle, Reuse: BYU, Marriott School
of Management, http://goo.gl/zWGw6

Rule Name: Two-way snap fits or break points on snap fits
Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection appropriate joining elements.
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Rule Number: 100

Background of Rule (Context)
The parts should be joined by easily removable joining element. Such type of joining
element assists in faster disassembly.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If parts are designed in order to assemble.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then design two-way snap fits or snap fits with the break points for joining.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of this rule ensures that the disassembly of the product is easier. By using
the snap- fits, parts can be manually separated and damage to other components is
avoided as oppose to as welding or adhesive bonding.
Rule Source
1. DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY AND THE VALUE OF ROBOTIC SEMIDESTRUCTIVE. Bert Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada : ASME, 2002.

Rule Name: Plastic containing only one polymer type

Rule Number: 103

Rule Description:
The rule selection of appropriate plastic parts in design.
Background of Rule (Context)
The type of material used in design of the product is critical for recovering purified
material at the end of life. Specifically the amount of plastic used in the products has
made this difficult. Rule should be practiced to address this problem.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the parts in the product are to be designed with plastic.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then use plastic containing only one polymer type.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
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Rule Justification
The application of this rule ensures the plastic parts made are homogenous with one type
of polymer. The rule helps in plastic recovery as no special techniques are required to
separate one plastic polymer from the other.
Rule Source
1. DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY AND THE VALUE OF ROBOTIC SEMIDESTRUCTIVE. Bert Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada : ASME, 2002.

Rule Name: Molded-in colors and finishes

Rule Number: 104

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of appropriate practices for end of life recovery.
Background of Rule (Context)
The use of secondary finishes on the products in the form of coating and plating results in
the mixing of these coatings with the materials at the end of life. The rules should be
practiced to make sure that material impurities are avoided.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the part designed is to be provided secondary finishes.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then use molded-in colors and finishes than using paints, coatings and plating.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of rules helps reducing the contamination at the end of recovery. It also
eliminates requirement of using special refinement techniques during the recovery.
Rule Source
1. DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY AND THE VALUE OF ROBOTIC SEMIDESTRUCTIVE. Bert Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada : ASME, 2002.

Rule Name: Easily removable fasteners

Rule Number: 104
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Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of appropriate fasteners from disassembly perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The selection of fasteners is important from both assembly and disassembly perspective.
The appropriate selection of fasteners helps to reduce the time involved in assembly and
disassembly.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If designed parts are being assembled.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then use easily removable fasteners.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of rules helps to reduce the efforts and labor time required in
disassembly. It is also seen that the application of this rules reduces overall operation
time for assembly and disassembly.
Rule Source
1. Askiner Gungor, Evaluation of connection types in design for disassembly (DfD)
using analytic network process

Rule Name: Fastening points easy to access

Rule Number: 107

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of appropriate fasteners from disassembly perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The selection of fasteners is important from both assembly and disassembly perspective.
The appropriate selection of fasteners helps to reduce the time involved in assembly and
disassembly.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If designed parts are being assembled.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then design fastening points easy to access.
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Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of rules helps to reduce the efforts and labor time required in
disassembly. It is also seen that the application of this rules reduces overall operation
time for assembly and disassembly.
Rule Source
1. J. Jeswiet, J. Duflou, W.Dewulf, C.Luttrop, M.Hauschild, A Curriculum for Life
Cycle Engineering Design for the Environment, 1st Annual CDIO Conference, Queen’s
University , Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Rule Name: Location of snap fits

Rule Number: 108

Rule Description:
The rule guides in selection of appropriate practice for joining parts.
Background of Rule (Context)
The location of fasteners, snap fits, press fits has important factor in the disassembly of
product. The efforts and time required in part removal dependent on this factor.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If designed product is going to be disassembled at the end of life.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then provide appropriate location of snap fits so that they can be accessed and opened
using standard tools.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of rules helps to eliminate the cost involved specialized tool for part
removal. Similarly the labor time involved in part removal is reduced by using this rule.
Rule Source
1. Behzad Motevallian, Kazem Abhary, Lee Luong and Romeo M. Marian,
Integration and optimization of product design for disassembly, University of South
Australia
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Rule Name: Ease of disassembly

Rule Number: 109

Rule Description:
The rule provides general guidelines for making disassembly easier.
Background of Rule (Context)
In some case the type of materials used in product design can not be controlled. In such
cases alternative designs solutions should be practices assisting assembly and
disassembly of the product.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If parts can not be made of compatible materials.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then make provisions for easy disassembly.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of rules helps to eliminate the cost involved in specialized tool for part
removal. Similarly the labor time involved in part removal is reduced by using this rule.
Rule Source
1. Behzad Motevallian, Kazem Abhary, Lee Luong and Romeo M. Marian,
Integration and optimization of product design for disassembly, University of South
Australia

Rule Name: Water soluble adhesives

Rule Number: 110

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline about using adhesives.
Background of Rule (Context)
The joining of the adhesives during assembly has implications on the end of life
recovery. But there are situations were adhesives needs to be used for joining, in such
cases this rule can be used.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If parts are to be joined by the adhesives.
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Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then use water soluble adhesives.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of water soluble adhesive assist in material recovery. Mainly the
recovered material is not contaminated. Additionally parts joined with this type of
adhesive can be easily disassembled.
Rule Source
1. DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY AND THE VALUE OF ROBOTIC SEMIDESTRUCTIVE. Bert Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada : ASME, 2002.

Rule Name: Products for reuse

Rule Number: 111

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for product design from recovery perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The design of the product is based on many factors. From the disassembly perspective
some factors need to be considered, rules can be used to guide designers in considering
this perspective.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a product is designed.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then design products for repeated use.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of this rule ensures that part can be reused for multiple times. Reuse of
parts not only saves cost of manufacturing the new part but also saves the amount of
virgin material required.
Rule Source
1. DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY AND THE VALUE OF ROBOTIC SEMIDESTRUCTIVE. Bert Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada : ASME, 2002.
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Rule Name: Place components in logical groups

Rule Number: 113

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for part design to ease disassembly.
Background of Rule (Context)
The grouping of the components allows flexibility in disassembly as components with
good recovery value can be placed near each other and can be easily recovered. The other
components can be disposed or scraped.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the design parts are assembled.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then place components in logical groups according to recycling group.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of the rule helps in disassembly sequencing. The placing of components
according recycling group also reduces the depth of operation and reduce time for
disassembly.
Rule Source
1. DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY AND THE VALUE OF ROBOTIC SEMIDESTRUCTIVE. Bert Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada: ASME, 2002.

Rule Name: Molded-in material for providing cut points or Rule Number: 115
break points
Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for cut points on parts.
Background of Rule (Context)
The cut points on the part and product are important in order to recognize the parts. The
guidelines need to practice to locate the cut points.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the parts are provided with cut points.
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Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then use molded-in material name in multiple locations to provide cut point.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of this guideline helps recognized the cut points on parts. The use of
molded in colors over the paints or other coatings for marking locations maintains the
environmental safety.
Rule Source
1. DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY AND THE VALUE OF ROBOTIC SEMIDESTRUCTIVE. Bert Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada: ASME, 2002.

Rule Name: The number and length of wires and cables used

Rule Number: 116

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for the size of the wires and cables used in a product.
Background of Rule (Context)
The cables and wires used in a product are deciding factor in assembly and disassembly.
The increase in the number can increase the assembly and disassembly time.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the product has a large number and length of wires and cables used.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then minimize the number and length of wires and cables used.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The applications of the rule assist in reduction of number and length of wires. This
provides flexibility of using any recovery option. If the destructive disassembly followed
then mixing of wires and cables with the other materials is reduced.
Rule Source
1. J. Jeswiet, J. Duflou, W.Dewulf, C.Luttrop, M.Hauschild, A Curriculum for Life
Cycle Engineering Design for the Environment, 1st Annual CDIO Conference, Queen’s
University , Kingston, Ontario, Canada
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Rule Name: Placing wear out components near each other

Rule Number: 117

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for placing the components for ease of disassembly.
Background of Rule (Context)
In maintenance of the components from product, if parts wearing at same time are located
away. Then sometime complete product needs to be disassemble, which consumes more
time. An approach should be used to overcome this problem.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the parts in the product need to be removed for maintenance.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
The design product such that the parts likely to wear out at the same time near each other.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
By use of this rule parts wearing at the same time can be easily removed and replaced.
This also reduces time involved in disassembly.
Rule Source
1.
Jesse Miller , Design for disassembly, Marriot School of Management.

Rule Name: Solutions involving non-hazardous substances

Rule Number: 119

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for designing parts from environmental safety perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The use of non-hazardous product has affect on the environment throughout its product
life and at the end of life during the recovery. The rules should be practiced to avoid this
situation.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If the product design indicated that hazardous materials need to used.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then use design solutions involving non-hazardous substances without affect on
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functionality and cost.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The use of this rule helps in environmental safety. The use of non-hazardous substances
also ensures human safety during the product recovery.
Rule Source
1. Bombardier, Design for Environment guidelines, http://goo.gl/ppBU9

Rule Name: Maximum function in a product or part

Rule Number: 120

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for designing parts from environmental safety perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The parts with limited functionality used in products increases the count of parts used and
sometime may require multiple products serving various functions. This can increases the
amount of material to be recycled at the end of life.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a product is designed
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then create maximum function in a product/part
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of rules ensures that the environmental impact is reduced as the number
of products or parts used are reduced.
Rule Source
1.
Bombardier, Design for Environment guidelines, http://goo.gl/ppBU9
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Rule Name: Select renewable materials

Rule Number: 121

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for designing parts from environmental safety perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The use of non-renewable materials has adverse effect on the environment. The use of
these materials not only creates pollution but also health hazards to human.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a product is designed.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then make use of renewable materials.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The application of rules ensures the environment safety. The renewable materials are
long lasting and the can be recycled and reused.
Rule Source
1.
Bombardier, Design for Environment guidelines, http://goo.gl/ppBU9

Rule Name: Eliminate need to separate parts

Rule Number: 112

Rule Description:
The rule provides guideline for designing parts from disassembly perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The more number of parts increases the time required for the disassembly. It can also
affect factors such as labor time.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If a product is designed.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then use techniques so there is no need to use separate parts. The techniques can be like
combining parts to make product of same material.
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Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
The fewer number of parts leads to lower disassembly time. It also provides flexibility in
selection of recovery modes at the end of life.
Rule Source
Design for Disassembly and the value of robotic semi-destructive disassembly. Bert
Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada : ASME, 2002. Design for Disassembly and the
value of robotic semi-destructive disassembly.

Rule Name: Avoid use of rivets- by screws

Rule Number: 148

Rule Description:
The rule provides guidelines for designing product from disassembly perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The parts joined with rivets can be separated and used repeatedly. The parts can also get
damaged during the disassembly if the rivets are used.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If parts are joined by rivets.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
Then replace rivets by screws.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
Replacing rivets by screws helps to disassemble the part easily. The use of screws avoids
any damage to the parts during disassembly, generally caused by rivets.
Rule Source
Design for Disassembly and the value of robotic semi-destructive disassembly. Bert
Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada: ASME, 2002. Design for Disassembly and the
value of robotic semi-destructive disassembly.
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Rule Name: Avoid use of rivets- snap clips

Rule Number: 149

Rule Description:
The rule provides guidelines for designing product from disassembly perspective.
Background of Rule (Context)
The parts joined with rivets can be separated and used repeatedly. The parts can also get
damaged during the disassembly if the rivets are used.
Rule Condition (If statement)
If parts are joined by rivets.
Rule Consequence (Then statement)
The replace rivets by snap clips.
Rule Illustrations (if needed)
Rule Justification
Replacing rivets by snap clips helps to disassemble the part easily. The use of snaps
avoids damages to the parts during disassembly, generally caused by rivets.
Rule Source
Design for Disassembly and the value of robotic semi-destructive disassembly. Bert
Bras, John Reap. Montreal, Canada: ASME, 2002. Design for Disassembly and the
value of robotic semi-destructive disassembly.
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